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Goals of
the Series

Introduction

Geography in U.S. History aims to contribute substantially to education for
citizenship in this society through consideration of the interrelated content of
history and geography. Geographic learning provides perspectives, information,
concepts, and skills essential to viewing and understanding historical events
and developments. Geographic learning therefore is vital to the sound teaching
and learning of history in general and of United States history at the secondary
school level in particular.

Educators in recent years have emphasized repeatedly that history and ge-
ography should have a central position in the social studies curriculum. The
National Commission on Social Studies in the Schools, for example, main-
tained in its report, Charting a Course: Social Studies for the 21st Century, that
"geography and history, with their context of place and time, provide the indis-
pensable framework for the study of societal institutions." Yet in most text-
books at the secondary school level, little attention is glven to the effect ofge-
ography on U.S. history. As a result, opportunities rarely occur in classrooms
to use the organizing principles of geography and the concepts and skills asso-
ciated with them to view and understand major historical developments.

To help attain this objective, the Agency for Instructional Technology devel-
oped the Geography in U.S. History series of ten video programs based on
these goals:
I. Acquainting secondary school students with amdamental geographic

themes
2. Encouraging students to use these themes to illuminate and enhance their

understanding of historical events
3. Helping students develop literacy in geography and history through compre-

hension and use of fundamental ideas in these two subjects
4. Aiding students' development of cognitive skills in geography involving the

processing of information and the use of ideas to make and defend factual
statements and value judgments about historical developments

Fundamental Geography in U.S. History uses five basic geographic themes to enhance stu-
Themes In dent understanding of significant events in U.S. history: location, place,
Geography human/ environment relationships, movement, and regions. These themes were

presented as central to the teaching and learning of geography by the Associa-
tion of American Geographers and the National Council for Geographic Educa-
tion !n Guidelines for Geographic Education: Elementary and Secondary
Schools. Each video program in the series spotlights one of these themes and
includes the other themes to a lesser degree. Definitions of these themes and
descriptions of their use are presented along with the lessons in this teacher's
guide.

Program The ten programs in Geography in U.S. History focus on events and devel-
Content opments of great significance in U.S. history, developments that transcend the

particular regions or localities in which they occurred. Major topics covered are
the foundation of the federal government, territorial expansion, consequences
of the Civil War, frontier settlement and the displacement ofnative Americans,
industrial development, the United States in world affairs, immigration poli-
cies, urbanization and the migration of African Americans within the United

7



Using the
Videotapes

and the
Teacher's

Guide

States, and agricultural problems and governnient policies. Each program's
content is presented in three segments as guided by three overriding purposes.
1. Establishing a historical context and topics. Each program begins with a brief.

high-interest, contemporary opening that is then linked to the past, thus es-
tablishing the program's spatial and historical context and topics. The pro-
gram on Jefferson's decision to purchase Louisiana, for example, opens with
shots of busy New Orleans and its port, skyscrapers. and Superdome. This
first segment always concludes with a question that structures the rest of
the program. In the case of Louisiana. the rarrator asks: "Why was the loca-
tion of New Orleans so important to President Jefferson?"

2. Relating a geographic theme to topics in U.S. history. The principal geographic
theme is introduced and connected to the events featured in the program. A
person or group responding to challenges is featured in a chronologically or-
dered documentary presentation. Questions posed in the first segment are
addressed. The Louisiana program. for example, covers the territory's geo-
graphic and historical importance from its founding through Jefferson's ne-
gotiations with Napoleon to purchase it. its subsequent exploration by Lewis
and Clark. and its eventual division into states. This second segment aims to
connect geography with history through a portrayal of events and to demon-
strate how knowledge of geography contributes to historical understanding.

3. Prompting postviewing activities. Each program's story is brought to a
thought-provoking climax in a final segment that reflects on the main ideas
and makes connections between the program's content and subsequent
events or concerns in U.S. history. The programs end with one or two ques-
tions to prompt postviewing discussion. The Louisiana program. for example.
ends with the question. "What was so important about the Louisiana Pur-
chase to the history of the United States?"
Each program provides opportunities for students to practice important cog-

nitive skills: asking questions (programs 3 and 9). acquiring information (all
programs), organizing and presenting information (programs 2 and 10). inter-
preting information (progams 1 and 7). formulating and testing generalizations
(programs 4 and 6). and making evaluations (program 5). Each program is de-
signed to increase students' understanding of specific aspects of historical liter-
acy, including chronology, the complexities of cause and effect relationships.
continuity and change, common memory. and historical empathy.

A chart showing the historical topic, geographic theme, and cognitive skill
for each program follows this introduction.

This series is designed
for easy scheduling
and flexible use in
secondary school
U.S. history courses.
Although the pro-
grams constitute a
chronolor 1 series.
each onf s self-con-
tained u'Al may be
used independently.
The curriculum con-
nection section at the
beginning of each les-
son in this guide is
meant to facilitate
scheduling.

Ellen Gaberti, co-host ofGeography in U.S. History.



Each 20-minute program with accompanying previewing and postviewing
activities is designed to fit into one class meeting. Each lesson also includes a
set of questions that are intended to form the basis for classroom discussion at
the next class meeting. In addition, each lesson includes follow-up activities
that may be assigned at the teacher's discretion.

This teacher's guide follows a standard format for each program. The cur-
riculum connection paragraph first tells where the program's content fits into
secondary school U.S. history courses and standard textbooks. It is followed by
a list of student learning objectives, an explanation of the geographic theme
featured in the program, and a brief summary of the program's content. Fol-
lowing this summary, suggestions are given for classroom activities before,
during, and after the program viewing. Discussion questions are presented,
followed by suggestions for follow-up activities and a list of suggested readings.
Each lesson includes a timeline of the program's contents in the form of a
sheet that may be duplicated and handed out to students. The optional follow-
up activities, which involve students in analyzing and interpreting timelines,
tables, graphs, and primary documents, also are presented in the form of
handouts. In each lesson, it is suggested that teachers use wall maps or maps
in standard secondary school textbooks to point out specific aspects of the
topic. Teachers may also obtain outline maps from the National Council for
Geographic Education Central Office, Indiana University of Pennsylvania, Indi-
ana, PA 15705-1087 or from their state Geographic Alliance.

Teachers should be sensitive to the use of terms in programs concerning
African Americans. The term black rather than Negro, colored, Afro-American,
or African American is generally used in these programs. As explained by
Joseph E. Holloway in the introduction to Africanisrns in American Culture, all
of these terms have been used over the years to refer to U.S. citizens of African
descent, and each has gained and lost preference among both blacks and
whites. Although African Americanwhich, as Holloway points out, "defines
black people on the basis of identification with their historic place of origin"
appears to be the preferred term at this time, the term black has historic links
to the civil rights and black power movements. which "helped elevate black
status and pride throughout the world." Teachers who wish to further explore
this subject a history lesson in itself are referred to Holloway's book.

References Curriculum Task Force. Charting a Course: Social Studies for the 2 1 st Century.
p. 3. Washington, D.C.: National Commission on Social Studies in the
Schools, 1989.

Tony Evans. co-host of Geography in U.S. History.

;i

Holloway. Joseph E..
editor. Africanisms
in American Cul-
ture, pp. xviii-xx.
Bloomington: Indi-
ana University
Press, 1990.

Joint Committee on
Geographic Educa-
tion. Guidelines for
Geographic Educa-
tion: Elementary
and Secondary
Schools. Washing-
ton. D.C.: Associa-
tion of American
Geographers and
National C _awn
for Geographic Ed-
ucation. 1984.
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PROGRAM OUTLINE

Program
ntle

Historical
Topic

Geographic Cognitive
Theme Skill

North vs. South in the
Founding of the USA
1787-1796

Establishing constitu-
tional government:
growth of political
democracy

Regions Interpreting
geographic
information

Jefferson Decides to
Purchase Louisiana
1801-1813

Territorial expansion/
westward movement

Location Organizing and
presenting
information

Civil War and Social
Change in Georgia
1860-1870

Consequences of the
Civil War

Place Asking
questions

Clash of Cultures on
the Great Plains
1865-1890

Settlement of the
frontier

Human/
environment
relation-
ships

Formulating
and tcsting
generali7ations

An Industrial
Revolution in
Pittsburgh
1865-1900

Industrial development Place Making
evaluations

Americans Build the
Panama Canal
1901-1914

United States in world
affairs

Location Formulating
and testing
generalizations

A Nation of Immi-
grants: The Chinese-
American Ezperience
1850-1990

Immigration Movement Interpreting
geographic
information

Moving North to
Chicago
1900-1945

Urbanization Movement Acquiring
information

New Deal for the
Dust Bowl
1931-1945

Impact of science and
technology on society

Human/
environment
relation-
ships

Asking
questions

The origin and
Development of NATO
1945-1991

United States in world
affairs

Regions Organizing and
presenting
information

4



North vs. South in the
Founding of the USA
1787-1796

Curriculum This video program focuses on differences between the northern and southern
Connection regions of the United States that raised critical issues of national unity and stabil-

ity before, during, and after the Constitutional Convention of 1787. Thus it fits
into the unit on the founding of the nation, which is a prominent part of second-
ary school U.S. history courses. Its in-depth treatment of region-based political
issues complements and extends the brief examination of this topic found in
standard secondary school textbook chapters on the Constitutional Convention.

Objectives After viewing this program and participating in the accompanying 'Activities,
students will be able to
1. Identify and explain differences in the northern and southern regions of the

United States that complicated the creation and establishment of a constitu-
tional government for the new nation

2. Identify political issues at the Constitutional Convention that stemmed from
regional differences

3. Explain how northern and southern leaders at the Constitutional Convention
attempted to resolve regional differences through compromises over the im-
portation of slaves, the regulation of trade, and representation in Congress

Geographic Regions: How They Form and Change
Theme In this program, the geographic theme ofregions is used to help students un-

derstand political differences between northern and southern states at the
Constitutional Convention of 1787.

Key Ideas
1. Regions are a way to organize information.
2. A region has common characteristics.
3. Regions provide a context for studying events.

A region is a basic unit of geographic study. It refers to an area on the earth's
surface that displays unity in terms of selected criteria. Regions define conve-
nient and manageable units upon which to build our knowledge of the world.
The U.S. Corn Belt, for example, is a region. Large farms with similar crops
unite several midwestern states into a region where corn has been a mainstay.

There are numerous ways to define meaningful regions, depending on the
issue or problem being considered. The process of regionalizing involves three
steps: (1) selecting geographic facts as criteria. (2) mapping their distribution,
and (3) making decisions regarding the delineation of a region based upon thedistributions mapped.

Thus a region is a convenient means for examining, defining, describing, ex-
plaiping, and analyzing human and physical characteristics of an area. For ex-
ample, many of the bitterest debates associated with the creation of the U.S.
Constitution in 1787 can be understood within the context of the regional dif-
ferences that existed in the country. These regions, North and South, were dis-
tinguished primarily in terms of whether or not they were economically depen-
dent on the work of slaves.



6

Program In the hot summer of 1787, 55 delegates from 12 of the 13 states that had
Summary fought successtully for independence from Great Britain gathered in the As-

sembly Room of Independence Hall, Philadelphia. Their objective: to agree on a
constitution that would make them truly the United States of America rather
than a loose confederation. It took the delegates four months to hammer out
the four-page U.S. Constitution. A major obstacle was differences between the
states of two regions. North and South, especially over slavery. The South was
economically dependent on the work of slaves. Crops grown in the South re-
quired a great deal of labor. The economy of the North. on the other hand, did
not depend on slaves.

It was within the context of these regional differences that the debate t.
place. The two sides clashed first over representation in the proposed U.S.
Congress. The question that divided them was whether slaves should be
counted as part of the population. Northern debaters opposed such a count, for
if it were approved the slaves would swell southern numbers in the House of
Representatives, where each state's membership would be based on popula-
tion. They argued that slaves were not free agents but were treated as property.
The delegates finally compromised on a formula that made five slaves equal to
three free people.

The delegates also fought over two trade issues: whether slave importation
should be aboltshed and whether Congress should have the power to regulate
trade. Three southern states that needed new slaves from Africa North Car-
olina, South Carolina. and Georgia fought fiercely for the right to import them
and won an ally in a northern state. Connecticut, whose delegates argued that
each state should be able to import whatever it pleased. A compromise was
reached allowing states to continue bringing in slaves, but only until 1808.
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Before the
Program

That kept the adamant southern states on the side of union. The two sides also
compromised over the second trade issue, giving Congress the power to regu-
late trade, as the North wanted, but agreeing that there would be no taxes on
exports, as the South wanted. Southern states agreed to pay an import tax of
up to $10 on each slave but were given the right to recapture fugitive slaves
who had fled north.

n.e Constitution was signed on September 17, 1787. It was later ratified
and put into operation in 1789. But the differences between North and South
that had almost derailed the Constitutional Convention persisted and even
grew stronger. The first U.S. president. George Washington, warned against
these clashing interests in his Farewell Address of 1796.

Read the following quotation to students:
[T]he great division of interests in the United States Rn 17871 . . . did not
lie between the large & small States. It lay between the Northern & Southern.

James Madison, Notes of Debates in the Federal Convention of 1787 re-
ported by James Madison

Ask students to speculate on the meaning of this statement and how it may
apply to developments in the United States during the founding period. Ask if
they agree Oj disagree with it.
Display to students an historical atlas or wall map that shows U.S. political
boundaries in 1787. Ask students to identify states of the northern and
southern regions at the time of the Constitutional Convention and to specu-
late about sigr ificant differences between the two regions based on infonna-
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8

tion in the map. Tell students to use the map key (legend) to decode what the
map says. Then ask them how these differences help explain Madison's state-
ment.
Distribute to students copies of the timeline, which appears as Handout A at
the end of this lesson. Use it to establish the historical period for the video
program they will view. You may also preview key events in the program by
commenting on events in the timeline.
Tell students they will view a video program about the impact of regional dif-
ferences on decisions at the Constitutional Convention of 1787.

During the If desired, the program may be paused at the end of the opening segment
Program (about three and one-half minutes in length). Ask students to speculate on

the question posed here by the host: "What differences between the two re-
gions. North and South, threatened the Constitutional Convention?' After a
brief discussion, tell students to check their speculative responses against in-
formation presented in the remainder of the program. (Some teachers may
prefer this activity to Before the Program activities suggested above.)

After the Immediately following the viewing, initiate a brief, open-ended. preliminary
Program discussion of the questions posed by the host at the end of the program:

"What compromises were made between North and South in the creation of
the United States Constitution? And why did President Washington worry
that those compromises might not last?" Encourage students to draw on in-
formation and examples from the program.
Then present to students the following set of questions, which may be used
as the basis for a classroom discussion during the next class meeting. Ask
students to reflect on the program in preparing their responses.
1. Which states were in the northern region and which were in the southern

region of the United States in 1787? (North: New Hampshire. Massachusetts.
Rhode Island, Connecticut, New York, New Jersey, Pennsylvania. Delaware:
South: Maryland, Virginia, North Carolina, South Carolina, Georgia.)

2. What were the key differences between the northern and southern regions
that influenced decisions at the Constitutional Convention of 1787? (Eco-
nomics, climate, slavery.)

3. How did these regional differences affect the convention's decisions in rela-
tion to importation of slaves, regulation of trade, and representation in
Congress? You may wish to refer to Article I. Sections 2 and 9, and Article
IV. Section 2, of the U.S. Constitution. (Southern states insisted on the right
to reclaim fugitive slaves and some insisted on continuing importation of
slaves; North did not want slaves counted in population; North wanted
Congress to regulate trade: South wanted no taxes on exports.)

4. What did each region northern and southern gain from cmpromises at
the Constitutional Convention over importation of slaves, regulation of
trade, and representation in Congress? (South gained continued importation
of slaves, partial counting of slaves in population, the right to reclaim fugitive
slaves, and no export taxes. North gained limitations on slave imports and
on counting of slaves in population, regulation of trade by Congress.) What
did each region lose as a result of these compromise decisions? (South lost
slave imports after 1808, total counting of slaves: North lost on continued im-
portation, partial counting of slaves, taxes on exports.)

5. What were the strengths and weaknesses of the North-South compromises
at the Constitutional Convention? (Strengths: helped create a strong federa-
tion, bolstered South's economy: weaknesses: allowed continuation of slav-
ery, sowed the seeds offurther regional conflicts.) Do you think the
strengths outweighed the weaknesses? How? (Answers will vary.)

1 4



Mimi* Teachers may wish to assign students one or both follow-up activities, which
Activities appear as Handouts B and C at the end of this lesson. These activities involve

interpreting a table and a document.
Answers to Handout B: (1) North in 1780 and 1790. (2) 1780 and 1790:
Philadelphia, New York, Charleston, Boston, Baltimore; Charleston and Balti-
more in South, rest in North. (3) Charleston, Norfolk, Richmond, Albany, Balt&
more; all in South except Albany. (4) Boston, Marblehead, Newburyport, Provi-
dence, and Salem: all in North. (5) Charleston, New York, Philadelphia, Richmond,
Baltimore; all in South except New York and Philadelphia. (6) In general, North
had more and larger cities than South but southern cities had more blacks and
more slaves.
Answers to Handout C: (1) Importation of slcwes. (2) South Carolina delegate
wanted continued importation; Virginia delegate wanted it stopped by federal
government; Connecticut delegate wanted the matter left to the states; Mas-
sachusetts delegate expressed opposition to importation; New Hampshire dele-
gate wanted regulation by federc.' government. (3) Document reveals strong and
clashing views on the two sides. (4) Importation of slaves was continued until
1808, a limited gain for states of the lower South. (5) Compromise permitted es-
tablishrnent of strong federation but sowed the seeds offurther regional clashes.

Suggested Bowen, Catherine Drinker. Miracle at Philadelphia: The Story of the Constitu-
Reading tional Convention, May to September 1787. Boston: Little, Brown, 1966, 1986.

Cappon, Lester J., ed. Atlas of Early American History: The Revolutionary Era,
1760-1790. Princeton, N.J.: Princeton University Press, 1976.

Collier, Christopher, and James Lincoln Collier. Decision at Philadelphia: The
Constitutional Convention of 1787. New York: Random House, 1986.

Davis, David Brion. The Problem of Slavery in the Age of Revolution, 1770-1823.
Ithaca, N.Y.: Cornell University Press, 1975.

Finkelman, Paul. An Imperfect Union: Slavery, Federalism, and Comity. Chapei
Hill: University of North Carolina Press, 1981.

Mee, Charles L., Jr. The Genius of the People. New York: Harper & Row, 1987.
Meinig, D. W. The Shaping of America: A Geographical Perspective on 500 Years

of History, vol. 1, pp. 338-454. New Haven, Conn.: Yale University Press,
1986.

Morris, Richard B. The Forging of the Union, 1781-1789. New York: Harper &
Row, 1987.

Peters, William. A More Perfect Union: The Making of the United States Constitu-
tion. New York: Crown, 1987.

Rossiter, Clinton. 1787: The Grand Convention. New York: Norton, 1966.
St. John, Jeffrey. Constitutional Journal: A awrespondent's Report from the Con-

vention of 1787. Ottawa, Ill.: Jameson Books, 1987.
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Timeline

North vs. South in the
Founding of the USA

HANDOUT A

The 13 United States of America declare independence from
Britain.

The Articles of Confederation, a frame of government for
the United States of America, are written and submitted to
the Continental Congress for ratification.

The Articles of Confederation are ratified by representa-
tives in Congress of all 13 states.

The Treaty of Paris is signed, ending the American War of
Independence with British recognition of the sovereignty
of the United States.

The Constitutional Convention meets in Philadelphia to
create a new and improved frame of government for the
United States; compromises between leaders of states
from two regions, North and South, are necessary to
maintain national unity.

10

The United States Constitution is ratified,

The federal government of the United States is established
under the Constitution; George Washington takes office as
the first president.

In his Farewell Address, President Washington warns peo-
ple of the United States against regional conflict and urges
national unity.

1 6



North vs. South in the
Founding of the USA

Interpreting a Table
Urban Population of the United States in 1780 and 1790

HANDOUT B

City

1780 1790

Total Total Black
% of

Blacks Free
No.

Black

Albany, N.Y. 3,050 3,494 17 4 597
Baltimore, Md. 8,000 13,503 12 21 1,578
Boston, Mass. 10,000 18,038 4 100 761
Charleston, S.C. 10,000 16,359 51 7 8,270
Marblehead, Mass. 4,142 5,661 2 100 87
New Haven, Conn. 3,350 4.487 4 64 196
New York, N.Y. 18,000 32,305 10 33 3,262
Newburyport, Mass. 3,080 4,817 1 100 67
Newport, R.I. 5,530 6,744 10 65 647
Norfolk, Va. * 3,000 46 5 1,355
Philadelphia, Pa. 27,565 42,520 5 87 2,078
Portsmouth, N.H. 4,222 4,720 2 75 102
Providence, R.I. 4,310 6,371 7 90 474
Richmond, Va. * 3,761 46 15 1,744
Salem, Mass. 4,008 7,917 3 100 260

*Not a city in 1780.
Data from Cappon. Lester J., Ark's of Early American History: The Revolutionary Era, 1 760- 1 790 (Princeton. N.J.:
Princeton University Press. 1976).

To interpret information in a table, begin by deteriaining what the table is about.
1. Inspect the title. This allows you to quickly dei :rmine the subject of the table.
2. Examine the column (top) and row (side) headings. This tells you exactly what information is

displayed in the table and how it is organized.
3. Check the footnotes. Tills tells you other useful information and may give the source of in-

formation in the table.
What is the table shown above about?

Next, determine what the table says by answering questions. Information needed to answer a
question may be found where the appropriate column and row intersect. For example, the
answer to What was the population of Phila&lphia in 1790?" may be found where the 1790
total population column meets the Philadelphia row. Now figure out what the tale says by
answering the following questions on the basis of data given in the table.

1. Which region of the country, North or South, ha-1 more cities in 1780? In 1790?



North vs. South in the
Founding of the USA

HANDOUT B
(continued)

2. Which flve cities had the largest populations in 1780? In 1790? In which region. North or
South. were these five largest cities located?

3. Which five cities had the largest percentage of black people in 1790? In which region vras
each of these cities located?

4. Which flve cities had the largest percentage of free blacks in 1790? In which region was each
of these cities located?

5. Which five cities had the largest number of black people in 1790? In which region was each
of these cities located?

The final step in interpreting a table involves determining what the table means. This requires
answering a general question about what the table says. Determine what this table means by
answering the following question.

6. In general, what does the table reveal and suggest about North-South regional differences?

0 1 8



North vs. South in the
Founding of the USA

HANDOUT C

Interpreting a Document
Examine the document taken from Notes of Debates in the Federal Convention r,f 1787 reported
by James Madison. Then use information and ideas acquired from the document as evidence to
support or justify your answers to these questions.

1. What major constitutional issue were the delegates discussing on August 21 and 22. 1787?

2. What positions on this issue were taken by delegates from South Carolina, Virginia, Con-
necticut. Massachusetts, and New Hampshire?

3. What does this document reveal about regional differences at the Constitutional Convention?

4. How was this constitutional issue decided in 1787? (Refer to Article I. Section 9. of the U.S.
Constitution.) What did the lower southern states gain and fail to gain from this decision?

5. Why was this issue decided as it was in 1787? What were the strengths and weaknesses of
the decision?

1 9



North vs. South in the
Founding of the USA

Dialogue at the Constitutional Convention, 1787
Thesday August 21. in convention

. Mr. L. MARTIN (Maryland) proposed . . . (either)
a prohibition or tax on the importation of slaves. In the
first place, as five slaves are to be counted as 3 free men
in the apportionment of Representatives: (the free im-
portation of slaves) would leave an encouragement to
this traffic. . . UR was inconsistent with the principles
of the revolution and dishonorable to the American
character to have such a feature (importation of slaves)
in the Constitution.

Mr. RUTLEDGE (South Carolina) . . . The true ques-
tion at present is whether the Southern States shall or
shall not be parties to the Union. If the Ne:Lnern States
consult their interest, they will not oppose the increase
of Slaves which will increase the commodities of which
they will become the carriers.

Mr. ELLSWORTH (Connecticut) . . The morality or
wisdom of slavery are considerations belonging to the
States themselves. What enriches a part enriches the
whole, and tie States are the best judges of their partic-
ular interest. The old confederation had not meddled
with this point, and he did not see any greater necessity
for bringing it within the policy of the new one.

Mr. PINCKNEY. South Carolina can never receive
the plan if it prohibits the slave trade. In every proposed
exte _.1 of the powers of the Congress. that State has
expressly & archfully excepted that of meddling with the
importation of negroes. If the States be all left at liberty
on this subject, S. Carolina may perhaps by degrees do
of herself (prohibit the importation of slaves) what is
wished, as Virginia & Maryland have already done.

Adj ourned

Wednesday August 22. in convention
Mr. SHERMAN (Connecticut) . . .

disapproved of the slave trade: yet as
the States were now possessed of the
right to import slaves, as the public
good did not require it to be taken
from them, & as it was expedient to
have as few objections as possible to
the proposed scheme of Government.
he thought it best to leave the matter
as we find it. He observed that the
abolition of Slavery seemed to be going
on in the U.S. & that the good sense of
the several States would probably by
degrees compleat it.

Col. MASON (Virginia) . . . Slavery
discourages arts & manufIctures, The
poor despise labour when performed
by slaves. . . . They produce the most
pernicious effect on manners. Every
master of slaves is born a petty tyrant. John Rutledge qf

DOCUMENT

. . He lamented that some of our Eastern brethren had
from a lust of gain embarked in this nefarious traffic
(importation of slaves). As to the States being in posses-
sion of the Right to import (slaves), this was the case
with many other rights, now to be properly given up. He
held it essential in every point of view that the General
Government should have power to prevent the increase
of slavery.

Mr. ELLSWORTH . . . Let us not intermeddle. As
population increases poor laborers will be so plenty as
to render slaves useless. Slavery in time will not be a
speck in our country. Provision is already made in Con-
necticut for abolishing it. And the abolition has already
taken place in Massachusetts. ...

Mr. PINCKNEY . . . If the Southern States were let
alone they will probably of themselves stop importations
(of slaves). . . . An attempt to take away the right as pro-
posed will produce serious objections to the Constitu-
tion which he wished to see adopted.

. . Mr. DICKINSON (Delaware) considered it as in-
admissible on every principle of honor & safety that the
importation of slaves should be authorised to the States
by the Constitution. . . . Mhis question ought to be left
to the national Government not to the States particularly
interested... .

. . Mr. KING (Massachusetts) . . If two States
(South Carolina and Georgia) will not agree to the Con-
stitution as stated on one side, he could affirm with
equal belief on the other, that great & equal opposition
would be experienced from the other States (to sanction-
ing the importation of slaves).

Mr. IANGDON (New Hampshire) was strenuous for
giving the power to the General Government (to prohibit

the slave trade). He could not with a
' good conscience leave it with the

States who could then go on with the
traffic. without being restrained by the
opinions here given that they will
themselves cease to import slaves.

. . . Mr. RUTLEDGE. If the Conven-
tion thinks that North Carolina, South
Carolina & Georgia will ever agree to
the plan (Constitution). unless their
right to import slaves be untouched,
the expectation is vain. The people of
those States will never be such fools as
to give up so important an interest. . . .

. . . Mr. SHERMAN said it was bet-
ter to let the Southern States import
slaves than to part with them. . . .

He was opposed to a tax on slaves
imported as making the matter worse.
because it implied they were
property..

14
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Jefferson Decides to
Purchase Louisiana
1801-1813

Curriculum This video program focuses on President Jefferson's decision to acquire the
Connection port of New Orleans and the vast inland territory of Louisiana. Tile Louisiana

Purchase is part of every curriculum guide and textbook designed for sec-
ondary school U.S. history courses. Treatment tends, however, to be very brief,
providing only minimal information about the conditions and consequences of
the acquisition. In this program, the subsequent acquisition of the Spanish ter-
Htory of West Florida is related to the Louisiana Purchase as part of a compre-
hensive strategy to control the mouth of the Mississippi River.

Objectives After viewing this program and participating in the accompanying activities,
students will be able to
1. Explain how the movement of people from the Atlantic Coast states to the

Ohio River valley affected President Jefferson's decision to acquire territory
at the mouth of the Mississippi River

2. Explain how President Jefferson's interest in the location of New Orleans led
to the purchase of the Louisiana Territory

3. Relate the acquisition of West Florida by the United States to the Louisiana
Purchase

4. Make judgments about the short-term and long-term benefits of the
Louisiana Purchase for the United States

Geographic Location: Position on the Earth's Surface
Theme In this program. the geographic theme of location is used to explain and evalu-

ate the decision to acquire the port of New Orleans and the territories of
Louisiana and West Florida.

Key Ideas
1. Location of places can be described using relative terms.
2. Relative location may reflect the perspective of an individual or group

at a particular place or Urne.
3. People make decisions about locations.

Location refers to the position of people and places on the earth's surface. One
way to describe position is in terms of relative location the relationship of one
place to another. Thus one way to describe New Orleans is in terms of its rela-
tive location with respect to the mouth of the Mississippi River on one hand
and to the vast interior of North America on the other. Because of New Orleans'
relationship to these places, Thomas Jefferson believed that the destiny of the
United States was linked to getting control of New Orleans.

Program The Mississippi River port of New Orleans in Louisiana is now a major center
Summary for manufacturing and commerce, an all-American city. But it was founded by

the French in 1718 and was controlled by Spain when the United States de-
clared independence from Britain in 1776.

0 4
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By 1802 New Orleans had become vital to U.S. interests because the many
new settlers west of the Appalachian Mountains used the Mississippi as their
main avenue of trade, sending their fur, grain, and livestock downstream to
markets on the Atlantic coasts of North America and Europe. When President
Thomas Jefferson learned that France, ruled by the powerful Napoleon, was re-
gaining control of New Orleans, he sent James Monroe and Robert Livingston
to negotiate with Napoleon to buy the port area. When they met with Napo-
leon's representative, Monroe and Livingston were surprised to learn that
Napoleon wanted to sell them not only the port but also the whole Louisiana
Territory the entire interior of the continent, some 800,000 square miles for
15 million dollars. They made the deal, and the territory became part of the
United States on December 20, 1803, doubling its size. Jefferson then sent
Captain Meriwether Lewis and Lieutenant William Clark to explore these vast
lands, and their Corps of Discovery reached the Pacific Ocean in 1805. Eventu-
ally, 13 new states were formed on the land purchased from France.

To have real command of the Mississippi waterway, Jefferson knew that the
United States must also secur, the Spanish-owned area around Baton Rouge
in what was called West Florida. The area was only lightly defended by the
Spanish authorities. and Jefferson devised a secret plan to inspire American
citizens living in West Florida to rebel against the Spanish. The plan proved
successful, and the United States took possession of Baton Rouge in 1810 and
the remainder of West Florida in 1813, securing the mouth of the Mississippi.

Before the Point to the port of New Orleans on a wall map or a map in a standard sec-
Program ondary school U.S. history textbook. Ask students what they know about the

origins and development of the city. Ask them: Who founded it? When was it
settled? When did it become part of the United States?

New Orleans in 1836. by G. W. Sully.

BEST COPY AVAILABLE



Write the following quotation on the chalkboard:
There is on the globe one single spot, the possessor of which is Ethel
natural and habitual enemy of the United States. It is New Orleans. . . .

Thomas Jefferson
Then ask students to speculate on why Jefferson made this statement. Have
them use information from the map to guide their thinking.
Distribute to students copies of the timeline for this lesson, which appears as
Handout A at the end of the lesson. Use it to establish the historical back-
ground for the video program they will view. You may also preview key events
in the program by commenting on events in the timeline.
Tell students they will view a video program about the importance to the
United States in the early 1800s of the territory at the mouth of the M,ssis-
sippi River.

During the If desired, the program may be paused at the end of the opening segment
Program (about two and one-half minutes in length). Ask students to speculate on the

question posed here by the host: "Why was the location of New Orleans so
important to President Jefferson?" After a brief discussion, tell students to
check their responses against information presented in the remainder of the
program. (Some Leachers may prefer this activity to Before the Program activi-
ties suggested above.)

Atter the -mediately following the viewing, initiate a brief, open-ended, preliminary
Program CaisClission of the question posed by the host at the end of the program:

"What was so important about the Louisiana Purchase to the history of the
United States?" Encourage students to draw upon information and examples
from the program.
Then present to students the following set of questions, which may be used
as the basis for a classroom discussion during the next class meeting. Ask
students to reflect on the program in preparing their responses.
1. What did each of the following factors have to do with President Jefferson's

interest in acquiring the city of New Orleans and the territory of West
Florida?
a. Movement of settlers into the Ohio River valley. (Settlers used Mississippi

River as main avenue of trade.)
b. Reacquisition of New Orleans by France. (France was a strong military

power and could control the port, thus blocking access from the interior to
markets in North America and Europe.)

c. Threat of war in Europe. (It interrupted Napoleon's plans for New Or-
leans.)

2. Why did Napoleon decide to sell Louisiana to the United States? (He faced
war with England and defeat in Sainte Domingue in the West Indies.)

3. How did the Louisiana Purchase influence the United States to acquire
West Florida? (U.S. also needed West Florida to gain real command of the
Mississippi.)

4. How did the United States benefit from the Louisiana Purchase and the ac-
quisition of West Florida? Assess both the short-term and long-range bene-
fits. (Mouth of Mississippi was made secure: U.S. territory, wealth, and re-
sources greatly enlarged.)

5. In general, what do the events associated with the acquisition of Louisiana
and West Florida indicate about the influence of the idea of location on de-
cisions by President Jefferson? (Strategic location of port of New Orleans
was main factor in decisions.)
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Followup Teachers may wish to assign students one or both follo., up activities, which
Activities appear as Handouts 13 and C at the end of this lesson. These activitif 3 involve

constructing a pie chart and interpreting a document.
Answers to Handout B: (1) 1803. (.) 874,240 square miles, or 24 percent. (3) 77
percent. (4) One-third. (5) Most signtficant land acquisaion in U.S. history.

Gadsden
Purchase .8%

Other .2%

Oregon
Compromise 8%

Annexation Cession from Spain
of Texas 11% of East Florida 2%

U.S. Land Acquisi.tions, 1783-1867

Answers to Handout C: (1) France could cut U.S. of/from markets. (2) Prime eco-
nomic importance. (3) It was needed for control of Mississippi_ (4) To help per-
suade France to cede New Orleans and the Floridas to U.S. (5) End offriendly re-
lations with France. (6) Prime importance for growth and economic well-being.

Suggested Garrett, Wilbur E., editor. Historical Atlas of the United States. pp. 92-101.
Reading Washington, D.C.: National Geographic Society, 1988.

Jackson, Donald. Thomas Jefferson and the Stony Mountains: Exploring the
West from Monticello. Urbana: University of Illinois Press, 1981.

Lavender, David. The Way to the Western Sea: Lewis and Clark across the Conti-
nent. New York: Harper & Row, 1988.

Malone, Dumas. Jefferson the President, 1801-1805, pp. 239-310. Boston: Lit-
tle, Brown, 1970.

Philbrick, Francis S. The Rise of the West. 1754-1830, pp. 201-233. New York:
Harper & Row, 1965.

Savage, Henry, Jr. Discovering America, 1700-1875, pp. 88-110. New York:
Harper & Row. 1979.

Tucker, Robert W.. and David C. Hendrickson. Empire of Liberty: The Statecraft
of Thomas Jefferson. New York: Oxford University Press, 1990.
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Timeline

Jefferson Decides to
Purchase Louisiana

HANDOUT A

Spain agrees to return Louisiana to France in a secret
treaty.

Thomas Jefferson becomes president of the United States;
learns about the secret treaty betwer.a Spain and France.

President Jefferson instructs his minister to France,
Robert Livingston, to negotiate the purchase of New
Orleans and surrounding territory at the mouth of the
Mississippi River.

France offers to sell the entire Louisiana Territory, includ-
ing New Orleans, to the United States: U.S. accepts the
offer and purchases the Louisiana Territory.

Lewis and Clark expedition is launched to exploh- the
Louisiana Territory.

Lewis and Clark return to St. Louis to conclude their suc-
cessful expedition through the Louisiana Territory.

The United States annexes a portion of West Florida. in-
cluding Baton Rouge on the east bank of the Mississippi.

Louisiana becomes the 18th state to enter the Union.

The United States annexes the remaining part of West
Florida, including Mobile on the Gulf Coast.

19



Jefferson Decides to
Purchase Louisiana

Constructing a Pie Chart
Acquisition of the Territory of the United States, 1783-1867

HANDOUT B

Year Means of Total Area % of Total Degrees
Acquired Acquisition (square miles) Land Area of Circle

1783 Treaty of Paris 845,882 23 83
1803 Louisiana Purchase 874,240 24 86
1819 Cesion from Spain of East Florida 72,101 2 7
1845 Annexation of Texas 389,166 11 39
1846 Oregon Compromise 286,541 8 29
1848 Mexican Cession 529,189 15 54
1853 Gadsden Purchase 29,670 00.8 3
1867 Alaska Purchase 586,400 16 58

Other 5,581 00.2 1

TOTAL 3,618,770 100 360

Examine the table, which deals with the acquisition of the territory of the United States, espe-
cially for the period 1783-1867. Information in the table can be used to construct a pie chart,
which shows how parts relate to a whole: these parts are usually expressed as percents of the
whole.

Use the information in the table to construct a pie chart as follows.
Draw a circle on a separate piece of paper.
plot the information. Use a protractor to create slices of the pie chart according to the per-
centages given. On the table, percentages have been converted to degrees for your conve-
nience.

Now answer these questions about the data in the table and pie chart.
1. In what year did the United States acquire Louisiana?

2. To what extent did the purchase of Louisiana increase the tent ory of the United States? (Re-
spond in terms of total area acquired and the proportion of the 1.ouisiana Territory to the
total area of the United States.)

3. How much territory (in percentage of total land area) did the United States acquire from
1803 through 1867?

4. What proportion of the total square miles acquired by the United States from 1803 through
1867 was acquired in the Louisiana Purchase?

5. What do these data suggest about the significance of the Louisiana Purchase in U.S. history?

20



Jefferson Decides to
Purchase Louisiana

HANDOUT C

Interpreting a Document
Examine the primary document, an excerpt from a letter from President Jefferson to Robert
Livingston, the U.S. minister to France, concerning Jefferson's decision to acquire New Orleans
from France. Then use information and ideas acquired from the document as evidence to sup-
port or Justify your answers to these questions.

1. Why did Jefferson fear French control of New Orleans?

2. What does this document reveal about the importance of access to the port of New Orleans
by people living in the Ohio River valley?

3. Why did Jefferson include the tetritory of "the Floridas" with New Orleans in his instruc-
tions?

4. What mission did Jefferson assign to Robert Livingston?

5. What consequences did Jefferson fear if Livingston failed in this mission?

6. In general, what does this document reveal about the importance of the location of New Or-
leans and the Floridas in Jefferson's thinking about the future of the United States?
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DOCUMENT

Jefferson Decides to
Purchase Louisiana

Letter from President Thomas Jefferson to Robert R. Livingston
April 18. 1802

. . The cession of Louisiana and the Floridas by
Spain to France works most sorely on the U.S. . . .

There is on the globe one single spot, the possessor of
which is our natural and habitual enemy. It is New Or-
leans, through which the produce of three-eighths of
our terttory (the Ohio Valley] must pass to market, and
from its fertility it will ere long yield more than half of
our whole produce and contain more than half our in-
habitants. France placing herself in that door assumes
to us the attitude of defiance. Spain might have retained
it quietly for years. Her pacific dispositions, her feeble
state, would induce her to increase our facilities there.
so that her possession of the place would be hardly felt
by us, and it would not perhaps be very long before
some circumstance might arise which might make the
cession of it to us the price of something of more worth
to her. Not so can it ever be in the hands of France. The
impetuosity of her temper, the energy and restlessness
of her ..tharacter, placed in a point of eternal friction
with us . . . render it impossible that France and the U.S.
can continue long friends when they meet in so irritable
a position. They as well as we must be blind if they do
not sr%. this: and we must be very improvident if we do
not begin to make arrangements on that hypothesis. . . .

If France considers Louisiana . . . she might perhaps
be willing to look about for arrangements which might
reconcile it to our interests. If anything could do this it
would be the ceding to us . . . of New Orleans and the
Floridas. This would certainly in a great degree remove
the causes of Jarring and irritation between us, and per-
haps for such a length of time as might produce other
means of making the measure permanently conciliatory
to our interests and friendships.. . . Still we shoat con-
sider N. Orleans and the Floridas as equivalent '.or the
risk of a quarrel with France. . . . I have no do.ibt you
have urged these considerations on every prow. occa-
sion with the government (of France] where you are [in
Paris]. . . . Every eye in the U.S is now fixed on this af-
fair of Louisiana. Perhaps nothing since the revolution-
ary war has produced more unea.;y sensations through
the body of the nation. Notwithstanding temporary bick-
erings have taken place with France, she has still a
strong hold on the affections of our citizens generally. I
have thought it not amiss, by way of supplement to the
letters of the Secretary of State to write you this private
one to impress you with the importance we affix to this
transaction. . . . Accept assurances of my affectionate
esteem and high consideration.

Thomas Jefferson



Civil War and Social Change
in Georgia
1860-1870

Curriculum This video program shows in depth the impact of a cataclysmic event, the Civil
Connection War, on the characteristics of one place, Savannah, Georgia. Thus it fits into

the unit on the Civil War and Reconstruction in secondary school U.S. history
curriculum guLdes and textbooks, com lementing and enriching treatments of
the general effects of the war on the sou 'hem region of the United States.

Objectives After viewing this program and particki,ating in the accompanying activities,
students will be able to
1. Identify and describe key events of the Civil War that directly affected the

human and natural characteristics of Georgia and Savannah
2. Compare the human and natural characteristics of Savannah before and

after the Civil War to show how this cataclysmic event changed one place in
the South

3. Assess the extent to which changes in Savannah associated with the Civil
War were indicative of social and environmental changes in Georgia and
other parts of the South

Geographic Place: Physical and Human Characteristics
Theme This program uses the theme of place to examine the changes that occurred in

ulie city as a result of the Civil War.
Key Ideas
1. Places have physical charactcristics.
2. Places have human characteristics.
3. Places can be described in different ways.
4. The natural and human characteristics of places can change over

time.
5. The natural and human characteristics of places help to identify and

interpret the interactions that occur between people and environ-
ments.

All places on the earth have distinct tangible and intangible characteristics that
give them identity and distinguish them from other places.

Physical characteristics of a place derive from the geological, hydrological.
atmospheric, and biological processes that produce landforms, water bodies, cli-
mate, soils, natural vegetation, and animal life.

Human characteristics derive from people's ideas and actions; they shape
the character of places, which vary in population composition, settlement pat-
terns, architecture, and transportation and communication networks.

Places also are invested with meanings, which arise from human intellectual
and emotional respo-ises to places.

Program Before the Civil War, Georgia's port city of Savannah was a place of wealth and
Summary beauty. Located on the Savannah River a few miles from the Atlantic Ocean,

this "Queen City of the South" was one of the busiest and richest seaports in

mi



the United States. But the Civil War that began in 1861 brought great changes,
not only to Savannah but also to the entire South.

Savannah's wealth came from two things: cotton and slavery. Slaves who
worked on the large cotton plantations made up nearly half of Savannah's pop-
ulation. And it was the issue of slavery that divided the North and South.
Southerners opposed the 1860 election of President Abraham Lincoln, who was
against the extension of slavery to new states in the West, and the southern
states seceded from the Union, leading to the Civil War.

Northern ships blockaded southern ports and Union troops mined the Sa-
vannah River, forcing the port to close. Savannah's economy was devastated.
At the battlefront the tide of war swung sharply in the North's favor. Union
General William Tecumseh Sherman decided to break the southern Confeder-
acy by marching from Chattanooga to Atlanta, capturing that city, then march-
ing on to Savannah and the sea, smashing everything in his way. He and his
62,000 troops reached Savannah on December 22, 1864. The city was defeated
and demoralized.

The Confederate soldiers who returned home to Savannah and other south-
ern cities after tut war ended in April 1865 found the places completely trans-
formed. What was left of Savannah still stood overlooking the river, but the rich
had become poor and the slaves were free. Some former slaves became
landowners, while others became tenant farmers. But not until the civil rights
movement a hundred years later did African Americans begin to win political
and legal equality with whites.

Before the Point out the lineup of Union and Confederate states on a historical wall map
Program or a map in a secondary school history textbook chapter on the Civil War.

Then point to the state of Georgia. Tell students that geographic questions
can help structure ones consideration of place.
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The most basic geographic question is "Where?" Ask students where Sa-
vannah is on the map. Then tell them that Savannah was a busy and pros-
perous place, often called "the Queen City of the South," before the outbreak
of the Civil War.

A second basic geographic question is "Why there?" Ask students to spec-
ulate on the question. "Why did an important commercial center develop
there in Savannah?"

A third geographic question is What was it like there?" Ask students to
speculate on the question. What was it like in Savannah after the Civil
War?"
Distribute to students copies of the timeline for this lesson, which appears as
Handout A at the end of thz lesson. Use it to establish the historical period
for the video program they will see. You may also preview key events in the
program by commenting on events in the timeline.
Tell students they will view a video program about the impact of the Civil War
on Georgia and its port city of Savannah.

During the If desired, the program may be paused at the end of the opening segment
Program (about two minutes in length). Ask students to speculate on the question

posed here by the host: "How did the Civil War change the human and natu-
ral characteristics of Savannah?" After a brief discussion, tell students to
check their speculative respoi ses against information presented in the re-
mainder of the program. (Some teachers may prefer this activity to Before the
Program activities suggested above.)
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Atter the Immediately following the viewing, initiate a brief discussion of the questions
Program posed by the host at the end of the program: "What was Savannah like before

the Civil War? And how did the war change the characteristics of this place?"
Encourage students to draw upon information presented in the program.
Then present to students the following set of questions, which may be used
as the basis for a classroom discussion during the next class meeting. Ask
students to reflect on the program in preparing their responses.
1. What did the following conditions have to do with the prominence and

commercial prosperity of Savannah before the Civil War?
a. The city's location on the Savannah River. (Port accessible from Atlantic

Ocean.)
b. The presence of rice and cotion plantations in the coastal area and far-

ther inland. (Crops exported through Savannah.)
c. Slave labor. (Made plantations possible and successful.)

2. How did the following events of the Civil War affect human and natural
characteristics in Georgia and Savannah?
a. Union blockade of the Confederate coastline. (Savannah port shut down.

exports stopped, prices shot up; Union strangled entire South.)
b. Battle of Atlanta. (Destroyed Georgia's capital city; opened path to Savan-

nah foe Sherman's troops.)
c. General Sherman's march to the sea. (Caused much devastation: freed

slaves.)
d. General Sherman's occupation of Savannah. (Death and destruction; de-

feat and demoralization.)
e. Surrender of Confederate forces at Appomattox Courthouse, Virginia.

(Whole social organization subverted.)
3. How did the Civil War change the characteristics of Savannah in terms of

the following categories?
a. Commercial activity. (In ruins.)
b. Status of African Americans. (Slaves.freed.)
c. Status of people such as members of the Jones family. (Lost their planta-

tions.)
d. The physical appearance of the city and surrounding area. (Much de-

struction.)
e. The natural environment of the city and surrounding area. (Remained

the same.)
4. Did the social and environmental changes in Savannah extend to Georgia

end other parts of the South? (Conditions were similar over much of the
South.)

5. Compare the differing views on these changes held by the Joneses and
people like them, by former sla' ; nf people like the Joneses, and by Union
military leaders such as Gener Sherman. (Joneses could not bear to stay
in Savannah; slaves were freed but remained economically and socially con-
strained; Sherman was triumphant.)

Follow-up Teachers may wish to assign students one or both follow-up activites. which
Activities appear as Handouts B and C at the end of this lesson. These activities involve

interpreting a timeline and a document.
Answers to Handout B: (1) 1860, 1861. (2) 1865, 1868, 1870. (3), (4), and (5)
Answers will vary.
Answers to Handout C: (1) Captured animals and goods fed Sherman's men and
animals. (2) Sherman was disappoined that General Hardee escaped. (3) Sher-
man permitted enlistment of blacks in army, gave certain land rights to freed-
men. (4) River was obstructed; Union took control of buildings and property;
slaves were freed.
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Civil War and Social Change
in Georgia

HANDOUT A

In December South Carolina becomes the first state to
secede from the United States.

Ten additional states, including Georgia, secede; with
South Carolina. they establish the Confederate States of
America; a Civil War starts between the United States and
the Confederate States.

The Union navy effectively blockades coastal areas of the
Confederacy: with the fall of Fort Pulaski, the port of
Savannah :s sealed off from seaborne trade and supplies.

President Lincoln issues the Emancipation Proclamation,
which declares that all slaves in areas still in rebellion
against the United States were "then, thenceforward, and
forever free."

General William T. Sherman invades Georgia and cap-
tures Atlanta: in November he begins his march to Savan-
nah, which falls to Union forces on December 22.

Civil War ends with defeat of the Confederate States; slav-
ery is ended in the United States with ratification of the
13th Amendment to the Constitution.

The 14th Amendment to the Constitution is passed to
protect citizenship rights of African Americans.

The 15th Amendment to the Constitution is passed to
protect voting rights of African Americans.



Civil War and Social Change
in Georgia

HANDOUT B

Interpreting a Timeline
Ex:Amine the timeline for this lesson (Handout A) and answer these questions about its data.

1 Which items in the timeline are associated with the causes o: the Civil War?

2. Which items in the timeline are associated with the outcomes or consequences of the Civil
War?

3. Which three items in the timeline do you believe are of greatest importance hi U.S. history?
Rank your selections in order of importance and explain your selections and rankings.

4. Which three events in U.S. history would you add to this timeline? Where would they go?
Why would you add them?

5. Why did the timeline events of 1864 ar d 1868 have a major effect on the human characteris-
tics of Georgia and the South?
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Civil War and Social Change
in Georgia

HANDOUT C

Interpreting a Document
Examine this primary document, an excerpt trom Memoirs of General W. 7'. Sherman (1875)
about the general's occupation of Savannah. Then use information and ideas acquired from
the document as evidence to support or justify your answers to these questions.

1. What were General Sherman's conclusions about the major achievements of his army in the
march through Georgia to Savannah?

2. Did General Sherman havi any regrets about the capture of Savannah?

3. What actions did C.eneral Sherman take to provide opportunities for black pew-31e in Savan-
nah?

4. What does this document reveal about changes in Savanm ii brought about by the war?
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Civil War and Social Change
in Georgia

General Sherman's Occupation of Savannah, Georgia
December 21, 1864-January 21, 1865

(The city of Savannah had been found evacu-
ated on the morning of December 21st, and was then in
our possession. General Hardee had crossed the Savan-
nah River by a pontoon-bridge. carrying off his men and
light artillery, blowing up his iron-clads and navy-yard,
but leaving for us all the heavy guns, stores, cotton,
railway cars, steamboats, and an immense amount of
public ani private property. . . .

General Slocum and Howard moved their headquar-
ters at once into the city, leaving the bulk of their troops
in camps outside. On the morning of December 22nd I
followed with my own headquarters, and rode down Bull
Street to the custom-house, from the roof of which we
had an extensive view over the city, the river, and the
vast extent of marsh and rice-fields on the South Car-
olina side... .

I was disappointed that Hardee had escaped with
his army, but on the whole we had reason to be content
with the substantial fruits of victory. The Savannah
River was found to be badly obstructed by torpedoes,
and by log piers stretched across the channel below the
city. ...

Here terminated the "March to the Sea." . . . The
property captured consisted of horses and mules by the
thousand, and of quantities of subsistence stores that
aggregate very large, but may be measured with suffi-
cient accuracy by assuming that sixty-five thousand
men obtained abundant food for about forty days. and
thirty-five thousand animals were fed for a like period,
so as to reach Savannah in splendid flesh and condi-
tion.

*

The city of Savannah was an old place, and usually ac-
counted a handsome one. Its houses were of brick or
frame, with large yards, ornamented with shrubbery
and flowers; its streets per-
fectly regular, crossing each
other at right angles: and at

711111.

many of the intersectichis were
small enclosures in the nature
of parks. ...

Within an hour of taking
up my quarters in Mr. Green's
home, Mr. A. G. Browne . . .

United States treasury agent
for the Department of the
South, made his appearance
to claim possession, in the
name of the Treasury Depart-
ment, of all captured cotton,
rice, buildings, etc. .

. . . I sat down and wrote

<

DOCUMENT

on a slip of paper . , . to be left at the telegraph-office . . .

for transmission, the following:

SAVANNAH, GEORGIA, December 22, 1864

To His Excellency President LINCOLN, Warhington, D.C.
I beg to present you as a Christmas Oft the city of

Savannah, with one hundred and fifty hcavy guns and
plenty of ammunition, also about twenty-five thousand
bales of' cotton.

W. T. SHERMAN, Major-General

It was estimated that there were about twenty
thousand inhabitants in Savannah, all of whom had
participated more or less in the war, and had no special
claims to our favor, but 1 regarded the war as rapidly
drawing to a close, and it was becoming a political ques-
tion as to what was to be done with the people of the
South, both white and black, when the war was actually
over.. . .

On the 1 lth of January there arrived at Savannah
. . . the Hon. E. M. Stanton, Secretary of War. . . .

Mr. Stanton stayed in Savannah several days. and
seemed curious about matters and things in general... .

He talked to me a geat deal about the negroes, the
former slaves.. ..

. . . The nego question was beginning to loom up
among the political eventualities of the day. r.nd many
foresaw that not only would the slaves secure their free-
dom, but that they would also have votes... .

During Mr. Stanton's stay in Savannah we dis-
cussed this negro question very fully; he asked me to
draft an order on the subject, in accordance with my
own views, that would meet the pressing necessities of

the case, and I did so. We went
over this order. No. 15. of Jan-
uary 16, 1865. very carefully.

. , I published it, and it went
into operation at once. It pro-
vided fully for the enlistment
of colored troops, and gave the
freedmen certain possessory
rights to land. .

Having ac,:omplished all
that seemed necessary. on the
21st of January. with my en-
tire heariquarters, officers,
clerks, orderlies, etc.. with
wagons and horses, I em-
barked in a steamer for Beau-
fort, South Carolina. .Soldiers killed in the Civil War.
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Clash of Cultures on
the Great Plains
1865-1890

Curriculum This video program provides an in-depth perspective on the movement of out-
Connection siders into the Great Plains during the latter half of the 19th century and the

subsequent conflicts between these new settlers and the indigenous peoples,
including the Pawnee, Cheyenne, Crow, and Sioux. It focuses on the Lakota
people, a branch of the Sioux nation, and one of their legendary leaders, Red
Cloud. Thus the program can be used in conjunction with secondary school
U.S. history curriculum guides and standard textbook chapters on the post-
Civil War clash of cultures on the Great Plains.

Objectives After viewing this program and participating in the accompanying activities,
students will be able to
1. Describe the traditional relationship of the Lakota people to their environ-

ment
2. Describe conflicts of the Lakotas and other indigenous peop.es of the Great

Plains with outsiders who m wed into the area during the 1860s and 1870s
3. Explain how the movement of these outsiders to the Great Plains affected the

culture, or way of life, of the Lakota people
4. Provide reasons for the subtigation of the Lakotas and other indigenous peo-

ples of the Great Plains
5. Describe the new relationships with the Great Plains environment that re-

placed the traditional way of the Lakotas

Geographic Relationships within Places: Humans and Environments
Theme This program uses the geographic theme of human/environment relationships

to examine the changing way of life of the Lakota people on the Great Plains.
Key Ideas
1. People interact with the environment to obtain a variety of resources

that meet their needs.
2. People perceive the environment in different ways.
3. People adapt to and modify the environment in different ways.

People adapt to natural settings in ways that reflect their cultural values, eco-
nomic and political circumstances, and technological abilities. This video pro-
gram shows the contrast between the nomadic life of the Lakota people on the
Great Plains and the life of European American settlers on the same land.

Program Life today for the Lakotas on the Fine Ridge reservation in South Dakota is
Summary much like that of other Americans. But before the coming of the European

Americans, these native Americans had a much different culture, or way of life.
Ranging freely over the expanses of the Great Plains, the grasslands region ex-
tending from west Texas into Canada, these nomads hunted the vast herds of
buffalo that thrived on the grasslands. The buffalo provided the Lakotas with
food, clothing, blankets, tepees, 'moccasins, tools, and many other items.



Before the
Program

After the Civil War ended in 1865, soldiers and settlers began pouring into
the Indians' hunting grounds, building forts and establishing farms and settle-
ments. Their fences, towns, and roads blocked the free movement of Indian
hunters and their buffalo, The Lakotas, led by Chief Red Cloud, fought these
incursions arid won a few battles. But a train trip to Washington. D.C., to see
the U.S. president apparently convinced Red Cloud that he and his people
could never win a war against the military might of the United States, and he
made peace.

For the Indians the buffalo was a resource that would last forever. For the
settlers it was a nuisance or a cheap source of meat. Tourists shot buffalo from
railroad car windows for the fun of it. Professional hunters killed them for their
hides. As a result buffaloes were disappearing from the Great Plains. Another
Lakota chief, Sitting Bull, decided to continue fighting. In June 1876, in the
hills of southern Montana, more than two thousand Indians led by Sitting Bull
defeated the cavalry troops of Colonel George Custer, killing them all. These In-
dians could not survive for long cut off from the dwindling buffalo herd, how-
ever, and they surrendered a few years later.

This clash of two cultures ended in the destruction of the Lakota way of life.
Red Cloud and his people were moved to the Pine Ridge reservation, f-onfined to
a small fraction of the area of their old hunting grounds and dependent on the
federal government for basic necessities. In 1890 the Lakotas attempted one
final revolt, staging a ghost dance to seek divine intervention. Federal agents
banned the dance, and U.S. soldiers put down the revolt at Wounded Knee
Creek, opening fire and killing more than 150 men, women, and children who
had fled the reservation in fear.

Read this quotation to students:
The Great Spirit raised me in this land and has raised you in another land.
. . . I mean to keep this land.

Red Cloud, Chief of the 1..akotas, 1868
Then ask them to speculate on the meaning of this statement. Why did Red
Cloud say this, and to whom was he speaking? Ask them what they know
about Red Cloud and the Lakota people. Where and how did these people live
during the 1860s? Ask students if they know how the Lakotas related to
their environment at that time.
On a map of the United States, point to the Great Plains and tell students
that the northern part of this region was the traditional homeland of the
Lakotas. Then point to the approximate location of the Pine Ridge reservation
in southwest South Dakota to show where the Lakotas live today. Tell stu-
dents that this change from a boundless homeland on the northern Great
Plains to one restricted to a reservation brought a major change in the Lako-
tas' way of life. Have students make inferences about the Lakotas' way of life.
Ask them: Why did the Lakotas way of life change so dramatically? Have
them construct their answers in this way: 'The Lakotas' way of life changed
because . . ." Accept all hypotheses and record them for later use.
Distribute to students copies of the timeline for this lesson, which appears as
Handout A at the end of the lesson. Use it to establish the historical pei iod
for the video program they will view. You may also preview key events in the
program by commenting on events in the timeline.

Tell students they will view a video program about the ways the Lakota peo-
ple interacted with the environment and how their ways were changed by
outsiders who settled on the Great Plains during the latter half of the 19th
century. Tell them that the program will present evidence to help them test
their hypotheses.
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During the
Program

Atter the
Program

If desired, the program may be paused at the end of the opening segment
(about two and one-half minutes in length). Ask students to speculate n
the questions posed here by the host: "What were the relationships of the
Lakotas to this natural environment of the Great Plains? What happened in
the late 1800s to change forever thesc relationships and the traditional cul-
ture of the Lakota people?" After a brief discussion, tell students to check
their speculative responses against information presented in the remainder of
the program. (Some teachers may prefer this activity to Before the Program
activities suggested above.)

Immediately following the viewing, initiate a brief, open-ended, preliminary
discussion of the questions posed by the host at the end of the program.
"What was Red Cloud's way the Lakota way'? How did all this change during
the last half of the 19th century?" Review the hypotheses developed earlier by
the students. Which ones were supported by the evidence presented in the
program?
Then present to students the following set of questions, which may be used
as the basis for a classroom discussion during the next class meeting. Ask
students to reflect on the program in preparing their responses.
1. What were the main characteristics of the Lakota culture. the Lakota peo-

ple's way of interacting with the natural environment of the northern Great
Plains? (Nomadic hunting of buffalo for a variety ofuses. living in camps,
traveling freely.)

2. Why did the movement of outsiders into the Great Plains during the 1860s
and 1870s lead to conflict between the newcomers and the Lakotas? (New-
comers put up towns, fences. railroads that blocked Indians' mor.,ment.)

3. How did the coming of white people to the Great Plains change the way of
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life of the Lakotas and other native peoples of the region? (Indians could not
move freely: buffalo were killed off Indians were confined to reservations.)

4. What new ways of interacting with the natural environment of the Great
Plains were established by the new settlers? (Farming on settled lands; liv-
ing in towns: transportation networks.)

5. How did the life of Red Cloud reflect the life and destiny of the Lakota peo-
ple? (Life ways were destroyed by white people.)

Follow-up Teachers may wish to assign students one or both follow-up activities, which
Activities appear as Handouts B and C at the end of this lesson. These activities involve

interpreting a timeline and a document.
Answers to Handout B: (1)1866, 1869, 1871, 1874, 1878, 1885, 1890. (2) 1866,
1867. 1868, 1876. (3) 1878, 1890. (4) and (5) Answers will vary. (6) Newcomers
had little use for buffalo, built forts and railroads; Lakotas needed buffalo, re-
sisted changes.
Answers to Handout C: (1) Freedom, independence, bravery, trustworthiness.
(2) Fanning, roads, fences. (3) Newcomers imposed lau Is on Indians. took their
lands, destroyed the buffalo. (4) Newcomers lived settled life, used roads, kept
cattle. (5) Newcomers destroyed everything except the Lakotas' common memory
of their way of life.

Suggested Brown. Dee. Bury My Heart at Wounded Knee. Several editions.
Reading Brown, Dee. The Western( rs. New York: Holt, Rinehart and Winston, 1974.

De Mallie. Raymond J., and Elaine A. Jahner. editors. Lakota Belief and Ritual
by James R. Walker. Lincoln: University of Nebraska Press. 1980.
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Olson, James C. Red Cloud and the Sioux Problem.. Lincoln: University of Ne-
braska Press, 1965.

Paul, Rodman W. The Far West and the Great Plains in Transition, 1859-1900.
New York: Harper & Row, 1988.

Utley, Robert M. The Indian Frontier of the American West, 1846-1890. Albu-
querque: University of New Me)deo Press, 1984.

Utley, Robert M., and Wilcomb E. Washburn. Indian Wars. Boston: Houghton
Mifflin, 1987.

Waldman, Carl. Atlas of the North American Indian. New York: Facts on File,
1985.

Wellman, Paul I. Death on the Prairie: Me Thirty Years Struggle for the Western
Plains. Lincoln: University of Nebraska Press, 1987 (originally published in
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Timeline

Clash of Cultures on
the Great Plains

HANDOUT A

U.S. soldier s enter the land of the Lakotas to build forts
along the Bozeman Trail; Red Cloud, a Lakota chief, leads
his people to victory against a unit of the U.S. Army in a
battle called the Fetterman Massacre.

Red Cloud leads resistance against U.S. military forces on
the northern Great Plains.

Bozeman Trail is closed and construction of forts stopped;
Red Cloud goes to Fort Laramie to sign a treaty of peace
with officers of the U.S. government.

Transcontinental railroad is completed; Union Pacific and
Central Pacific meet at Promontory Point, Utah.

Red Cloud travels to Washington, D.C., to meet with Presi-
dent Grant and other government officials to express his
dissatisfaction over violations of the 1868 peace treaty
and continual invasions of his peoples' land by outsiders;
Red Cloud calls for peace with the United States and
loses influence with many of his people.

White hunters begin large-scale slaughter of buffalo on the
Great Plains.

Gold is found in Black Hills of South Dakota, and treaties\ protecting lands of the Lakotas and other Indian peoples
are ignored by miners and soldiers.

Sitting Bull leads the Lakotas and other Indian peoples to
war to defend their territory against invaders; Indians de-
feat Colonel Custer at the Battle of Little Bighorn.

Most Great Plains Indian peoples are confined to reserva-
tions managed by the U.S. government.

Last great herd of buffalo is nearly exterminated by white
hunters.

Ghost dance movement results in massacre of Lakotas by
U.S. forces at Wounded Knee Creek.
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Clash of Cultures on
the Great Plains

HANDOUT B

Interpreting a Thneline
Examine the timeline for this lesson (Hal...lout A) and answer the following questions about its
data.

1. Which events in the timeline reflect interference with the Lakota culture by white people
moving into the Great Plains?

2. Which events indicate successes of the Lakotas in dealing with the new settlers?

3. Which events pertain directly to the defeat of the Lakotas by U.S. military forces and set-
tlers?

4. Which three of these events are most important to U.S. history? Rank your selections in
order of importance and explain your selections and rankings.

5. What three events in U.S. history should be added to the timeline? Where would they go?
Why would you add them?

6. What does the timeline reveal about the contrasting views of the Lakotas and the newcomers
concerning the use of the environment?
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Clash of Cultuies on
the Great Plains

HANDOUT C

Interpreting a Document
Examine this primary document, which contains excerpts from a speech given by Chief Red
Cloud to his Lakota people at the Pine Ridge Agency, the reservation managed by the U.S. gov-
ernment to which Red Cloud and his people were confined. In this speech, delivered when Red
Cloud was about 80 years old, he reveals his thoughts about the 'ragedies that he and his peo-
ple had experienced through contact with white Americans. Use information and ideas ac-
quired from the document as evidence to support or justify your answers to these questions.

1. Which parts of the Lakota culture did Red Cloud value most?

2. Which parts of the white American culture clashed most sharply with the Lakota way of life,
according to Red Cloud?

3. What were Red Cloud's grievances against the white people who came to the country of the
Lakotas?

4. Red Cloud felt that these white people and his Lakota people interacted differently with the
environment. What are the differences he perceived?

5. According to Red Cloud, how did these white settlers change the Lakota way of life?
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Clash of Cultures on
the Great Plains

Red Cloud Speaks to His People

July 4. 1903
My sun is set. My day is done. Darkness is stealing

over me. Before I lie down to rise no more. I will speak to
nw people. . . .

I was born a Lakota and I have lived a Lakota and I
shal' die a Lakota. Before the white man came to our
country, the Lakotas were a free people. They made
their own laws and governed themselves as it seemed
good to them. Then they were independent and happy.
Then they could choose their own friends and fight their
enemies. Then men were brave and to be trusted.

The white man came and took our lands from us.
They put us in bounds and made laws for us. We were
not asked what laws would suit us. But the white men
made the laws to suit themselves and they compel us to
obey them. . . .

. . . Mhe white man has taken our territory and de-
stroyed our game so we must eat the white man's food
or die. . . .

We told them that the supernatural powers. Taku
Wakan, had given to the Lakotas the buffalo for food
and clothing. We told them that where the buffalo
ranged, that was our country. We told them that th ?
country of the buffalo was the country of the Lakotas.

40

Chief Red Cloud

DOCUMENT

We told them that the buffalo must have their country
and the Lakotas must have the buffalo.

Now where the buffalo ranged there are wirs on
posts that mark the land where the white man labors
and sweats to get food from the earth; and in the place
of the buffrao there are cattle that must be cared for to
keep them alive; and where the Lakota could ride as he
wished from the rising to the setting of the sun for days
and thys on his own lands, now he must go on roads
made by the white man. . . .

Our children cannot forget their own people, and
when the older people tell them of the time when the
Lakotas moved across the land as free as the winds and
no one could say to them "go here or stay there"; of the
times when men did not labor and sweat to stay in one
place; of the times when to hunt the buffalo and keep
the tipi was all the care there was; of the times when
brave men could win respect and renown on the
warpath then they sing the Indian songs and would be
as the Lakotas were and not as the white men are. . . .

Shadows are long and dark before me. I shall soon lie
down to rise no more. While my spirit is with my body
the smoke of my breath shall be towards the Sun for he
knows all things and knows that I am still true to him.

es.Mat.
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An Industrial Revolution
in Pittsburgh
1865-1900

Curriculum This video program emphasizes the influence of geography on industrial devel-
Connection opment in the United States during the latter part of the 19th century. It pro-

vides a case study of the conditions and consequences of industrialization by
focusing on one place, Pittsburgh. Thus the program complements and en-
riches the standard treatments of industrial development found in secondary
school U.S. history textbook chapters, which often mention Pittsburgh as a
prominent site of industrialization.

Objectives After viewing this program and participating in the accompanying activities,
students will be able to
1. Deflne the term industrial revolution and apply this idea to Pittsburgh during

the second half of the 19th century
2. Explain the factors that influenced the development of Pittsburgh's iron and

steel industries
3. Compa.:e the natural and human characteristics of Pittsburgh before and

atter its industrial revolution to show how this place was fundamentally
changed

4. Evaluate the positive and negative aspects of changes in Pittsburgh that re-
sulted from this industrial development

Geographic Place: Physical and Human Characteristics
Theme This program uses the theme of place to examine the changes that occurred in

one city as the result of thc iimlustlial revolution.
Key Ideas
1. Places have physical characteristics.
2. Places have human characteristics.
3. Places can be described in different ways.
4. The natural and human characteristics of places can change over

time.
5. The natural and human characteristics of places help to identify and

interpret the interactions that occur between people and environ-
ments.

Pittsburgh exhibits such physical characteristics as rivers. valleys, and steep
hills. Human characteristics such as steel mills. bridges, and ethnic neighbor-
hoods add to Pittsburgh's character. And the smoke, smell, and noise of the
steel industry have helped shape the image and meaning that people have of
Pittsburgh. Taken together. the tangible and intangible characteristics of places
provide keys to identifying and interpreting simple and complex relationships
between people and their environments. A careful examination of the changing
characteristics of Pittsburgh between 1820 and 1900 reveals a great deal about
the impact of the industrial revolution.

4 7
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Program Pittsburgh was an important place in the industrial development of the United
Summary 3tates. Located where the Allegheny and Monongahela rivers join to form the

Ohio River, this city became the center of steel production for the United States
and the world in the late 19th century.

The industrial revolution transformed Pittsburgh's natural and human
characteristics, providing a revealing example of what also happened in other
parts of the United States at that time. Pittsburgh was a rather small city in a
pristine setting until about 1850, when the availability of important natural re-
sources made Pittsburgh a likely place for the development of steel mills. An-
drew Carnegie led the way in combining these resources with new industrial
technologies. Iron ore was mined on the shores of Lake Superior and trans-
ported 900 miles by water ana railroad to Pittsburgh; coal was mined in Penn-
sylvania, manufactured into coke, and transported to Pittsburgh; manganese
came from Virginia, and limestone was available near Pittsburgh. In the city
they were processed at Carnegie's huge factories into steel for use in construct-
ing rail lines and buildings across the United States. Workers, many of them
immigrants, worked long and hard for little pay. Few were able to compete with
the effective and efficient operations of Carnegie and the advantages of Pitts-
burgh's location, which brought about an explosive expansion of industries and
changed the city permanently.

The positive outcomes of industrial and economic growth were urban devel-
opment, general prosperity, and new opportunities for many people. But there
was also a negative side: pollution of the natural environment, exploitation of
factory workers, and haphazard urban growth. The program asks viewers to as-
sess the consequences of industrial development in this place, Pittsburgh.

Before the Write the term industrial revolution on the chalkboard. Ask students to dis-
Program cuss its meaning and its application to U.S. history. Ask questions such as

these: What is an industrial revolution? When did such a revolution happen
in the United States? What were its consequences?

42

A view of Pittsburgh before the industrial revolution.
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Write the word Pittsburgh on the chalkboard and point to the city's location
on a map. Tell students that Pittsburgh became a major steel-making center
during the industrial revolution because of its location. Tell students that to
make one pound of steel required two pounds of iron ore, one and a half
pounds of coal (made into coke), a half pound of limestone, and a small
amount of manganese. Using the map, show students that the coal and lime-
stone were found in the Pittsburgh area, the iron ore was brought to Pitts-
burgh by boat and rail from the shores of Lake Superior (near Duluth, Min-
nesota), and the manganese came by rail from Virginia.
Distribute to students copies of the timeline for this lesson, which appears as
Handout A at the end of the lesson. Use it to establish the historical period
for the video program they will view. You may also preview key events in the
program by commenting on events in the timeline.
Tell students they will view a video program about the effects of the industrial
revolution on Pittsburgh during the latter part of the 19th century.

During the If desired, the program may be paused at the end of the opening segment
Program (about one and one-half minutes in length). Ask students to speculate on the

questions posed here by the host: "Why did an industrial revolution happen in
Pittsburgh? How did it charge the city's natural and human characteristics?"
After a brief discussion, tell students to check their speculative responses
against information presented in the remainder of the program. (Some teach-
ers may prefer this activity to Beibre the Program activities suggested above.)

Atter the Immediately following the viewing, initiate a brief, open-ended, preliminary
Program c...,cussion of the questions posed by the host at the end of the program:

"How did the industrial revolution change this place? When we add it all up.
did the good outweigh the bad?" Encourage students to draw upon informa-
tion presented in the program.

$,
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Then present to students the following set of questions, which may be used
as the basis for a classroom discussion during the next class meeting. Ask
students to reflect on the program in preparing their responses.

1. What is an industrial revolution? (Replacement of hand tools and muscle
power by machines.)

2. When did an industrial revolution happen in Pittsburgh and other parts of
the United States? (Latter part of the 19th century.)

3. What did the following conditions, events, and people have to do with the
industrial revolution in Pittsburgh?
a. Pittsburgh's location at the junction of three rivers. (Ideal for trade arid

transportation center.)
b. Availability of large supplies of coal in and around Pittsburgh. (Good

source of energy for heavy industry.)
c. Massive growth of railroad transportation in the United States. (Iron and

steel was needed for tracks.)
d. Andrew Carnegie and the Carnegie Steel Company. (Transformed steel

production.)
e. Arrival of masses of European immigrants in Pittsburgh. (Provided cheap

labor.)
f. Construction of a railroad from the port of Conneaut on Lake Erie to the

Carnegie Steel Company in Pittsburgh. (Moved iron ore for steel produc-
tion.)

g. Henry Clay Frick. (Controlled coal ftekis and coke production; Carnegie
made him a partner.)

h. Homestead Strike. (Workers crushed by Carnegie.)

4. How did the industrial revolution change the human and natural charac-
teristics of the place called Pittsburgh? Ask students to respond generally
in terms of the following categories, describing conditions before and after
the revolution.
a. Population size. (From small to overcrowded.)
b. Ethnic groups in the population. (Many immigrants, especially from East-

ern Europe.)
c. Natural environment for example, use of rivers, river banks. and hill-

sides; air quality. (Industry crowded in; pollution became a problem; land
scarred.)

d. Urban development. (Small city became a sprawling city.)
e. Employment opportunities. (Grew tremendously.)
f. Educational opportunities. (Much improved.)
g. Production of manufactured goods. (Became large-scale.)
h. Generation of wealth. (Industrial revolution brought prosperity.)

5. What were the consequences of the 19th-century industrial revolution on
Pittsburgh? In conducting this discussion, refer to Handout C on making
evaluations and ask students to use it as a guide in responding to the fol-
lowing questions.
a. What were t hree positive consequences? (13etter housing, educational

opportunities, prosperity.) Why do you judge these consequences as
positive? (Answers will vary.)

b. What were three negative consequences? (Overcrowding, pollutiGn, ex-
ploitation of workers.) Why do you judge these consequences as nega-
tive? (Answers will vary.)

c. On balance, do Lhe positive consequences outweigh the negative conse-
quences? Why? State at least two reasons. (Answers will vary.)



Follow-up Teachers may wish to assign students the follow-up activity, which appears as
Activities Handout B at the end of this lesson. This activity involves interpreting two

documents.
Answers to Handout B: (1) Located at river Junction among high hills, houses
of brick and far apart, pleasing view, good air. (2) Smoky, dismal. dark, dingy:
busy with work; natural hills sliced up; railroads everywhere; factories,
foundries belching smoke; fine public buildings. (3) Pittsburgh changed from a
small city to an industrial giant. (4) Still located in valley between hills at river
Junction. (5) Most of the changes were a result of the industrial revolution. (6)
Students' evaluations will differ.

Suggested Carnegie, Andrew. Autobiography. Boston: Houghton Mifflin. 1920.
Reading Carnegie, Andrew. The Gospel of Wealth.. Garden City. N.Y.: Doubleday, 1913.

Garrett. Wilbur E., editor. Historical Atlas of the United States, pp. 15-153.
Washington. D.C.: National Geographic Society. 1988.

Livesay. Harold C. Andrew Carnegie and the Rise of Big Business. Boston: Lit-
tle. Brown. 1975.

Lubove, Roy, editor. Pittsburgh: A Documentary History. New York: Franklin
Watts, 1976,

Mitchell. Robert D.. and Paul A. Groves. editors. North America: The Historical
Geography of a Changing Continent, pp. 321-346. Totowa. N.J.: Rowman &
Littlefield, 1987.

Russel. Robert R. A History of the American Economic System, pp. 293-444.
New York: Appleton-Century-Crofts. 1964.

Smith. Arthur G. Pittsburgh: Men and Now. Pittsburgh: University of Pitts-
burgh Press, 1990.
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An Industrial Revolution
in Pittsburgh

HANDOUT A

Andrew Carnegie comes to Pennsylva lia from Scotland at
age 13.

Pittsburgh has population of 46.601.

Carnegie becomes a top executive with Pennsylvania Rail-
road.

Civil War begins; Pittsburgh iron works supply Union
army with weapons.

Civil War ends: Pittsburgh on threshold of industrial revo-
lution.

Carnegie establishes Union Iron Mills in Pittsburgh.

Carnegie decides to specialize in production of steel and
establishes the most advanced steel mill in the world.

United States becomes the leading producer of raw steel in
the world, overtaking annual output of United Kingdom.

Homestead Strike and Massacre.

Carnegie Steel Company controls bulk of steel production
in United States.

Pittsburgh has population of 321.616.

Carnegie retires and devotes the rest of his life to philan-
thropic activities.
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An Industrial Revolution
in Pittsburgh

HANDOUT B

Interpreting a Document
Examine these two primary documents about the environment of Pittsburgh at the beginning
and end of the 19th century. Document 1 was written in 1802 by Francois Andre Michaux. a
French visitor to America. and published in Travels to the West of the Alleghany Mountains.
Document 2 was written after a visit to Pittsburgh in 1883 by Willard Glazier, an American
journalist, and published in Peculiarities of American Cities. Use information and ideas ac-
quired from the documents as evidence to support or justify your answers to these questions.

1. What are the major characteristics of Pittsburgh as described in document 1 (1802)?

2. What are the major characteristics of Pittsburgh as descrthed in document 2 (1883)?

3. How did the characteristics of Pittsburgh change from 1802 to 1883?

4. Which characteristics of Pittsburgh were the same in 1802 and 1883?

5. What did the industrii i revolution have to do with the similarities and differences described
in Pittsburgh in 1802 and 1883?

6. In what ways was Pittsburgh a better or worse place in 1883 than it was in 1802?
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An Industrial Revolution
in Pittsburgh

Document 1
Pittsburgh in 1802

Pittsburgh is situated at the conflux of the rivers
Monongahela and Alleghany, the uniting of which forms
the Ohio. The even soil upon which it is built is not
more than forty or flfty acres in extent. It is in the form
of an angle. the three sides of which are enclosed either
by the bed of tne two rivers or by stupendous moun-
tains. The houses are principally brick, they are com-
puted to be about four hundred. most of which are built
upon the Monongahela. . . . LAI great number of the
houses are separated from each other by large spaces

. This spot (the high ground overlooking the city) af-
fords the most pleasing view, produced by the perspec-
tive of the nvers, overshadowed with forests. . .

The air is very salubrious (wholesome and conducive
to good health) at Pittsburgh and its environs: intermit-
tent fevers are unknown there.. ..

Pittsburgh has been long considered by the Ameri-
cans as the key to the western country. . . . However.

DOCUMENTS

though this town has lost its importance as a military
post, it has acquired a still greater one in respect to
commerce.. ..

The conveyance of merchandise from Philadelphia to
Pittsburgh is made in large covered wagons, drawn by
four horses two abreast. . . . They reckon it to be three
hundred miles from Philadelphia to Pittsburgh. and the
carriers generally make it a journey of from twenty to
twenty-four days. .

Pittsburgh is not only the staple of the Philadelphia
and Baltimore trade with the western country, but of
the numerous settlements that are formed upon the
Monongahela and Alleghany. . . . All these advantages
joined together have, within these ten years, increased
tenfold the population and price of articles in the town.
and contribute to its improvements, which daily grow
more and more rapid. ...

Document 2
Pittsburgh in 1883

Pittsburgh is a smoky, dismal city, at her best. At her
worst, nothing darker, dingier or more dispiriting can be
imagined. The city is in the r ..rt of the soft coal region:
and the smoke from her dwellings, stores, factories,
ibundries, and steamboats . . . settles in a cloud over
the narrow valley in which she is built. until the very
sun looks coppery through the sooty haze. . . , But her
inhabitants do not seem to mind it.. . . (They) are all too
busy to reflect upon the inconvenience or uncomeliness
of this smoke. Work is the object of life with them. It oc-
cupies them from morning until night, from the cradle
to the grave....

Pittsburgh is situated in western Pennsylvania, in a
narrow valley at the confluence of the Allegheny and
Monongahela rivers, and at the head of the Ohio, and is
surrounded by hills rising to the height of four to five
hundred feet. These hills once possessed rounded out-
lines. with sufficient exceptional abruptness to lend
them variety and picturesqueness. But they have been
been leveled down, cut into, sliced off. and ruthlessly
marred and mutilated. until not e trace of their original
outlines remain. Great black coal cars crawl up and
down their sides. . . . Railroad tracks gridiron the
ground everywhere, debris of all sorts lies in heaps, and
is scattered over the earth. and huts and hovels are
perched here and there, in ever- available spot. . . . And
on the edge of the city are the unpicturesque outlines of
factories and foundries, their tall chimneys belching
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forth columns of inky blackness. which roll and whirl in
fantastic shapes, and finally lose themselves in the gen-
eral murkiness above. ...

The public buildings and churches of Pittsburgh
are, some of them, of fine appearance, while the Mer-
cantile Library is an institution to be proud of. . . . The
city boasts of universities, colleges, hospitals, and asy-
lums. . . . There are also two theatres, an Opera House,
an Academy of Music, and several public halls.. . .

. . . Actual measurement shows that there are, in
the limits of what is known as Pittsburgh, nearly thirty-
five miles of manufactories of iron, of steel, of cotton,
and of brass alone, not mentioning manufactories of
other materials. . . . (Aind through the Ohio and Missis-
sippi rivers and their tributaries, its people control the
shipment of goods . . . over twelve thousand miles of
water transportation. and are thus enablea to deliver
the pi oducts of their thrift in nearly four hundred coun-
ties in the territory of fifteen states. There is no city of
its size in the country which has so large a banking cap-
ital as Pittsburgh. The bank of Pittsburgh. it is said. is
the only bank in the Union that never suspended specie
payments. .. .

Pittsburgh is a city of workers. From the proprietors
of these extensive works. down to the youngest appren-
tices, all are busy: and perhaps the higher up in the
scale the harder the work and the greater the worry. . . .
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An Industrial Revolution
in Pittsburgh

HANDOUT C

Making Evaluations
You can make evaluations about major historical events. For example, you might evaluate the
consequences of the industrial revolution on Pittsburgh.

Everyone makes evaluations, or judgments. You make an evaluation when you think a
school rule is not fair or is good. You judge a friend's decision when you say, 'That is a good
idea" or "That's a bad plan."

Evaluating is deciding whether something is good or bad, better or worse, right or wrong.
When you judge objects, decisions, or events to be good or bad, you are placing a value on
them. You are saying what you believe is their worth to you. Your evaluation depends to a great
extent upon your own beliefs about right and wrong.

To make an evaluation of a historical event, begin by identifying major positive consequences
of the event. In the case of Pittsburgh, you might list three important ways i. which Pittsburgh
benefited from the industrial revolution (more jobs. for example).

Next, identify major negative consequences of the event, In the case of Pittsburgh, you might
list three important costs of the industrial revolution (more air pollution, for example).

Finally, weigh the positive against the negative and make your evaluation, or judgment. In
the case of Pittsburgh, you might ask yourself, "Do the benefits (positive consequences) of the
industrial revolution outweigh the costs (negative consequences)?"

Be prepared to explain your judgment, or evaluation. Your evaluation should be based upon
your belief about good and bad, right and wrong.
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Americans Build the
Panama Canal
1901-1914

Curriculum The story of the Panama Canal is part of every curriculum guide and textbook
Connection designed for secondary school U.S. history courses. These materials, however,

tend to provide only a brief overview of the development and significance of the
canal. This video program can be used in combination with standard textbooks
to provide an in-depth study with geographic perspectives on the acquisition of
the Canal Zone and construction of the canal.

Objectives After viewing this program and participating in the accompanying activities,
students will be able to
1. Explain why President Theodore Roosevelt and other leaders in the United

States wanted to build a canal across the Isthmus of Panama
2. Explain how the characteristics of the Isthmus of Panama affected critical

decisions and actions of the people responsible for construction of the
Panama Canal

3. Explain how the location of a place, such as Panama. affects the way people
use that place

4. Make judgmentyl about the importance of the Panama Canal to interests of
the United States in the early part of the 20th century and today

Geographic Location: Position on the Eartb's Surface
Theme In this program, the geographic theme oflocation is used to explain and evalu-

ate the decision to build a canal in Central America and specifically in Panama.

Key Ideas
1. Location of places can be described in absolute and relative terms.
2. Relative location may reflect the perspective of an individual or group

at a particular place or time.
3. People make decisions about locations.

Location refers to the position of people and places on the earth's surface. une
way to describe position is in terms of relative location the relationship of one
place to another. Thus one way to describe Central America is in terms of its
relative location with respect to the East and West coasts of the United States.
Panama's location in Central America made it of particular interest to President
Theodore Roosevelt and others looking for a place to build a canal. But some
proponents felt the canal should be built in Nicaragua another locational
question explored in this program.

Program The Panama Canal in Central America was built in the first years of this cen-
Summary tury at a cost of 25,000 human lives. Its chief purpose, as argued by its

strongest proponent. President Theodore Roosevelt, was to move United States
warships quickly between the Atlantic and Pacific oceans to better defend U.S.
coastlines. Such a canal would also shorten the trade route. Without a canal,
ships had to take a route three times longer, around the horn of South America.
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Central America's unique location made it the obvious choice for a canal.
And the Isthmus of Panama. a narrow strip of land only 50 miles from shore to
shore, offered the shortest route. But Panama had major drawbacks: its moun-
tains were difficult to cross, its rainy season lasted eight months every year.
and its hot and humid, mosquito-laden environment spread yellow fever and
malaria. These obstacles had already defeated a French attempt to build a
canal there.

In November 1903 the United States signed a treaty by which it paid
Panama $10 million for the right to build the canal and to control its operation.
To make the place safe for the thousands of workers. U.S. health officials
waged a successful campaign to wipe out the mosquitos. Then the chief engi-
neer. John Stevens. designed and built a simple but ingenious system of locks
that allowed water and gravity to do the work of lifting ships across the moun-
tains.

After a decade of heavy labor during which Stevens resigned and was re-
placed by George Goethals. the canal system was tested in October 1913; it
worked perfectly. Opened in August 1914. the canal proved its worth in speed-
ing up the transit time of U.S. battleships during World War I. Today it haneies
thousands of military and commercial ships every year. In 1977 the United
States and Panama signed a treaty t:13, which ownership of the canal will be
handed over to Panama at the end of 1999.

Before the Identify Central America on a wall map or a map in a U.S. history textbook.
Program Tell students that President Theodore Roosevelt. a firm believer in sea power.

was the driving force behind the building of a canal in this region. Ask students
to speculate about Roosevelt's reasoning. Ask them: Why did Roosevelt choose

Panama Canal nearing completion in July 1913.
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Central America !Or a canal? Encourage limn to structure their hypotheses
in this form: "Roosevelt chose Central America for a canal because .

Accept all hypotheses and record them for later use.
Distribute to students copies of the tinwline for this lesson, which appears as
Ilandmit A at the end of the lesson. Use it to establish the histolical period
for the video program they will see. You may also preview key events in the
program by comtnenting On events in the thneline.
Inform students that. they will view mm video program about the nlationship of
tiw location of it Wave, Panama, to the way that place was used to facilitate
the militaly anti limit. interests of the United States.

During the If desired, the program nuty be paused at the end of the opening segment
Program (about one and one-half nihnites in It ngth). Ask students to speculate on the

questions posed here by the host: "Why did Roosevelt choose Central America
for llw calm!? Why was it built in Panama? And how did Panaina's environ-
ment affect how the canal was built?" After a brief discussion, tell students to
check their speculative responses against information presented in the re-
mainder of the program. (Some teachers may prefer this activity to 13efore the
h( mgram activities suggested above.)

Atter the Immediately following the viewing, initiate a brief, open-ended, prelhninary
Program dismssion of the questions posed by the host at the end of the program:

"Why did the United States build the canal where it did? And why is the
canal's location still important today?" Review the hypotheses developed Tar
her by students about the Central American location. Which ones were sup-
ported by evidence presented in the program?
Then present to students the following set of questions. which may be used
as the basis for a classroom discussion during the next class meeting. Ask
students to reflect On the program in preparing their responses.
1. What did each of the following persons or events have to do with President

Theodore Roosevelt's decision to build a canal across the Isthmus of
Panama?
a. Alfred Thayer Mahan. (His lxx-rk showed Roosevelt tlu. value of a canal.)
b. Spanish-American War. (Voyage of ILS.S. Oregon around the horn (?1

South America to Cuba demonstruted the military yaw of constructing a
canal (n Central America.)

c. Ferdinand de Lesseps. failed in attemp( to buikl canal in Panama.)
d. Panamanian Revolution. (Ended Colombia's control over building ofc(1nal.)

2. Ilow did each of the following fiwtors influence decisions and actions in
construction of the Panama Canal?
a. Climate. (Unbearable lwat and humidity, long rainy season in Panama

awry obstacl('s.)
b. Terrain. (Panama's mountahts math. digging to sea level impossible, so

lock and lake system was devise(l.)
c. Mosquitos. (Spread malaria and yellow fryer among workers and had 10

be elimina(ed.)
3. What does the location of the 1st hnitis of Panama have to do with the way

this place has been used dining the 20th centtny? (Ideal location.Thr canal
connecting the Caribbean Sea mid Ow Pacific Orem! jbrjOster tnownwnt of 11.S.
amirships and tra(Iing vessels.)

4. [low has the Panama Canal benefited the Uhited States? (Canal is vital link
in U.S. transportation network; 11.5. benT/Ited.f/pm much cheaper world sea
(rade.) I lave the benefits of the caml outweighed the.. costs of Indicting it?
(Answers will vary.)



5. How has the treaty-based relationship of the United States with the
Panama Canal been changed? (Panama gains ownership of canal in 1999.)
What is your evaluation of this change? (Answers will vary.)

Follow-up Teachers may wish to assign students the follow-up activity, which appears as
Activities Handout B at the end of this lesson. It involves examination and interpretation

of a primary document.
Answers to Handout B: (1) Mahan felt a canal across the Isthmus of Panama
wa$ inevitable because of its benefits to U.S. trade and sea power. (2) Yes.
(3) Canal would greatly increase trade, end U.S. isolation; but U.S. naval power
must be made strong enough to control the canal. (4) Cana/ would frighten need
for military preparedness. (5) Canal would make Pacific states more accessible to
foreign powers. (6) Answers will vary.

Suggested Beale, Howard K. Theodore Roosevelt and the Rise of America to a World Power.
Reading Baltimore: Johns Hopkins University Press, 1956.

Burchill, S. C. Building the Suez Canal. New York: American Heritage, 1966.
Cameron, Ian. The Impossible Dream: The Building of the Panama Canal. New

York: Morrow,1972.
McCullough, David. The Path between the Seas: The Creation of the Panama

Canal, 1870-1914. New York: Simon & Schuster, 1977.
Mowry, George E. The Era of Theodore Roosevelt and the Birth of Modern Amer-

ica. New York: Harper & Row, 1958.
Pringle, Henry F. Theodore Roosevelt: A Biography. New York: Harcourt, Brace

& World, 1956.
Shaw. James L. Ships of the Panama Canal. Annapolis, Md.: Naval Institute

Press, 1985.
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Americans Build the
Panama Canal

HANDOUT A

A French company headed by Ferdinand de Lesseps,
builder of the Suez Canal in Evpt, begins a project to
build a canal across the Isthmus of Panama.

The French project is abandoned and declared a failure.

Alfred Thayer Mahan writes The Influence of Sea Power on
History. which influences the thinking of many Ameri-
cans, including a future president, Theodo.-e Roosevelt:
Roosevelt strongly feels the need for a canal in Central
America, controlled by the United States, to connect the
Caribbean Sea with the Pacific Ocean.

Voyage of the U.S.S. Oregon. from San Francisco around
the tip of South America to Cuba to take part in the war
with Spain, exemplifies the need for a shorter water route,
which a Central American canal would provide.

Theodore Roosevelt becomes president and, in his first
message to Congress, stresses the importance of a project
to construct a U.S. canal in Central America.

After a U.S.-assisted revolution establishes Panama's in-
dependence from Colombia, the new government of
Panama signs a treaty with the United States granting
rights to build and control a canal across the Isthmus of
Panama.

U.S. begins construction of the Panama Canal under the
direction of John Stevens.

President Roosevelt visits the canal project.

Stevens resigns: George Goethals takes charge of the
project.

The Panama Canal is completed.



Americans Build the
Panama Canal

HANDOUT B

Interpreting a Document
Examine and interpret the primary document, written by a prominent officer of the U.S. Navy,
Alfred Thayer Mahan. This document is an excerpt from Mahan's book published in 1897, The
Interests of America in Sea Power: Present and Future. This book and anotherone written by
Mahn in 1890, The Influence of Sea Power upon History, had a strong influence on Theodore
Roosevelt. Answer the following questions, using ideas and information acquired from the doc-
ument to support or justify your answers.

1. Did Mahan believe that a canal would inevitably be built across a part of Central America?
Where? Why?

2. Did Mahan want the United States to be the builder and controller of a Central American
canal?

3. What arguments did Mahan use to influence leaders in the United States about the impor-
tance of a Central American canal and the desirability of preventing foreign powers from con-
trolling such a facility?

4. How did Mahan connect his ideas abot.t a Central American canal with ideas about military
preparedness?

5. Why did Mahan believe that the construction of a Central American canal would expose the
Pacific Coast of the United States to new dangers from foreign powers?

6. To what extent do you agn:c with the ideas expressed in this document?

6 I
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Panama Canal

Mahan's Ideas on a Central American Canal

. . . ['Mere will dawn the realization of America's
unique position, facing the older worlds of the East and
West. her shores washed by the oceans which touch the
one or the other, but which are common to her alone. . . .

. . . (T)he opening of a canal through the Central
American Isthmus. . . . by modifying the direction of
trade routes, will induce a great increase of commercial
activity and carrying trade throughout the Caribbean
Sea. . . . This now comparatively deserted nook of the
ocean will become. like the Red Sea (after construction
of the Suez Canal). a great thoroughfare of shipping,
and will attract. as never before in our day, the interest
and ambition of maritime nations. Every position in that
sea will have enhanced commercial and military value,
and the canal itself will have become a strategic center
of the most vital importance. . . . It will be a link be-
tween the two oceans; but . . . use, unless most care-
fully guarded by treaties, will belong wholly to the bel-
ligerent which controls the sea by its naval power. In
case of war, the United States will . . . be impotent, as
against any of the great maritime powers (Britain,
France. Germany. and Japan], to control the Central
American canal. Militarily speaking, and having refer-
ence to European complications only, the piercing of the
Isthmus is nothing but a disaster to the United States.
in the present state of her military and naval prepara-
tion. It is especially dangerous to the Pacific coast; but
the increased exposure of one part of our seaboard re-
acts unfavorably upon the whole military situation. . . .

The United States is woefully unready . . . to assert
in the Caribbean and Central America a weight of influ-
ence proportional to the extent of her interests. . . . We
have not the navy . . . that will weigh seriously in any
disputes with those nations whose interests will conflict
there with our own. . . . That which I deplore . . is that
the nation neither has nor cares to have its sea frontier
so defended, and its navy of such power. as shall suf-
fice. with the advantages of our position. to weigh seri-
ously when inevitable discussions arise . . . about the
Caribbean Sea or the canal. Is the United States. for in-
stance. prepared to allow Germany to acquire the Dutch
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stronghold of Curacao. fronting the Atlantic outlet of
both the proposed canals of Panama and Nicaragua? .

Our self-imposed isolation in the matter of markets,
and the decline of our shipping interest in the last thirty
years, have coincided singularly with an actual remote-
ness of this continent from the life of the rest of the
world. . . .

When the Isthmus is pierced, this isolation will pass
away. and with it the indifference of foreign nations.
From wheresoever they come and whithersoever they
afterward go, all ships that use the canal will pass
through the Caribbean. Whatever the effect produced
upon the prosperity of the adjacent continent and is-
lands by the thousand wants attendant upon maritime
activity, around such a focus of trade will center large
commercial and political interests. To protect and de-
velop its own, each nation will seek points of support
and means of influence in a quarter where the United
States always has been jealously sensitive to the intru-
sion of European powers. . . . But what right will she
(the United States] invoke against (the interference of
foreign powers in the Caribbean region)? She can allege
but one. that of her reasonable policy supported by her
might.

Whether they will or no. Americans must now begin
to look outward. . . .

It has been said that. in our present state of unpre-
paredness, a trans-Isthmian canal will be a military dis-
aster to the United States, and especially to the Pacific
coast. When the canal is finished, the Atlantic seaboard
will be neither more nor less exposed than it now is; it
will merely share with the country at large the increased
danger of foreign complications with inadequate means
to meet them. The danger of the Pacific coast will be
greater by so much as the way between it and Europe is
shortened through a passage which the stronger mar-
itime power can control. ...

The military needs of the Pacific States. as well as
their supreme importance to the whole country, are yet
a matter of the future, but of a future so near that provi-
sion should begin immediately... .



A Nation of Immigrants: The
Chinese-American Experience
1850-1990

Curriculum This video program treats the theme of immigration to the United States during
Connection the 19th and 20th centuries, with particular emphasis on movement to the

western region by immigrants from China. This theme fits into sections of sec-
ondary school U.S. history courses that deal with the movement of people to
the United States and with government policies on immigration during the lat-
ter part of the 19th century and today.

Objectives After viewing this program and participating in the accompanying activities,
students will be able to
1. Give reasons for the movement of Chinese immigrants to the United States

in the 19th and 20th centuries
2. Compare reasons for the movement of Chinese people to the United States

with reasons of other immigrant groups
3. Describe reasons for legal restrictions on Chinese immigration to the United

States
4. Assess and evaluate the consequences of legal restrictions on immigration to

the United States
5. Compare the Chinese immigration experience with that of other groups that

came to the United States during the 19th and 20th centuries

Geographic Movement: Humane Interacting on the Earth
Theme In this program, the geographic theme of movement is used to help students

understand the experiences of Chinese immigrants to the United States over
two centures.

Key Ideas
1. Patterns are formed by the movement of people, ideas, and products.
2. Movements occur for a variety of reasons.
3. Movements involve linkage between origins and destinations.

Relationships between people in different places constitute the theme of move-
ment. People travel, moving from one place to another. People rely on goods
that come from beyond their own environment. And people in different places
communicate with one another.

Migration is one type of human movement. It is a permanent move to a new
location. Migration may be forced or voluntary, depending on who makes the
decision to move. Africans taken by slave traders and forced aboard a ship to
Aryttrica did not make the decision to move for themselves: they were forced mi-
grants. Voluntary migrants are persons who make the migration decision
themselves. They are not forced to leave; they often leave because conditions in
their homeland are not satisfactory and they believe that conditions elsewhere
will be better. If a destination is perceived to be significantly more attractive
than the place of origin, migration will take place if barriers to movement
such as costs and immigration laws can be overcome.
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Program The United States is a nation of immigrants. All Americans, even the native In-
Summary (Bans, are descendants of people who cam from somewhere else. Many

Africans came as slaves involuntary hmnigrants. I3ut the majority of settlers
came voluntarily from Europe, many for economic betterment or for greater re-
ligious or political freedom. These immigrants generally were welcomed, for the
country needed formers and laborers.

In the last half' of the 19th centuty, hundreds of thousands of U.S. inuni-
grants came from China, attracted by the discovery of gold in California and by
the need for agricultural workers and for laborers to help build cross-count ty
railroads back-breaking work at rock-bottom wages. Many U.S. citizens began
to fear and even hate these newcomers, and they waged violent anti-Chinese
race riots in western cities in the 1870s and 1880s. Unlike European immi-
grants, the Chinese could not easily blend in with the white majority.

California passed a series of diserimitmtory laws against the Chinese. Then
in 1882 the ''ederal government restricted Chinese immigration with the Chi-
nese Exclusion Act. It opened the gates to millions of new immigrants from Eu-
rope while virtually imprisoning any would-be immigrants from China for inter .
rogation and hinniliation on small Angel Island in San Francisco lby, Not until
World War II, when the United States and China became allies, was the racist
Exclusion Act repealed. Tlw postwar years brolight a nmssive new flood of im-
migrants from China. revitalizing the. many Chinese-American communities in
the United States.
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Before the Inform students that President John F. Kennedy wrote a book about the
Program United States and titled it A Nation of Immigrants. Ask students to discuss

the meaning of this title. Is it an accurate description of the United States?
Why? Ask them where the people who moved to the United States came from.
Using a wall map of the world or a map in a textbook, ask students to illus-
trate their responses to the preceding question by pointing to places in the
world from which large numbers of people moved to the United States.
Distribute copies of the timeline for this lesson, which appears as Handout A
at the end of the lesson. Use it to establish the historical period for the pro-
gram students will view. You may also use it to preview key events of the pro-
gram.
Tell students rney will view a video program about the movement of people
from various parts of the world to the United States, with special emphasis
on the experiences of Chinese immigrants during the 19th and 20th cen-
turies.

During the If desired, the program may be paused at the end of the opening segment
Program (about one and one-half minutes in length). Ask students to speculate on the

questions posed here by the host: "Why do immigrants leave their homelands?
Why do some choose to come to the United States? What barriers do they face
in corning here?" After a brief discussion, tell students to check their responses
against information presented in the remainder of the program. (Some teach-
ers may prefer this activity to Before the Program activities suggested above.)

After the Immediately following the viewing, initiate a brief, open-ended, preliminary
Program discussion of the questions posed by the host at the end of the program:

"Why have immigrants wanted to come to America? How did the changing im-
migration laws affect the different groups corning to this country? Should we,
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the citizens of the United States the descendents of immigrants limit the
movement of people to this country?" Encourage students to draw upon in-
formation and examples from the program.
Then present to students the following set of questions. which may be used
as the basis for a classroom discussion during the next class meeting. Ask
students to reflect on the video program in preparing their responses.

1. What does each of the following events have to do with the movement of
Chinese people to the United States?
a. Construction of the Central Pacific Railroad. 1863-1869. (Many Chinese

immigrated to work on railroad construction.)
b. Passage of the Chinese Exclusion Act, 1882. (Greatly restricted Chinese

immigration.)
r. Passage of the Johnson-Reed Immigration Act, 1924. (Further restricted

Chinese immigration.)
d. World War II. (U.ci., China were allies: Exclusion Act repealed.)
e. Communist Revolution in China. 1949. (Chinese political rejivees jled to

U.S.)
f. Immigration laws removing quotas based primarily on national origin.

(Greatly increased Chinese immigration; revitalized Chinese-American
communities.)

2. Compare reasons why Chinese immigrants moved to the United States
with reasons of immigrant groups from Europe. To what extent are the rea-
sons similar or different? (Reasons quite similar: to find work, escape reli-
gious or political persecution.)

3. Why were laws passed to restrict immigration of Chinese people to the
United States? (Pnaudice against foreigners and persons of Chinese de-
scent.)

4. When and why were laws severely restricting Chinese immigration re-
pealed? (During World War II as a result of U.S.-China alliance.)

5. Should immigration to the United States be open, with few exceptions, as it
was during most of the 18th century? Explain. (Answers will vary.)

6. Compare the Chinese immigration experience with that of other grc ups
that came to the United States during the 19th and 20th centuries. (All
had similar reasons for leaving old homes and corning here, and all were
subject to immigration laws; but it was more difficult for Chinese than for
Europeans to become completely integrated.)

Follow-up Teachers may wish to assign students one or both follow-up activities, which
Activities appear as Handouts B and C at the end of this lesson. They involve examina-

tion and interpretation of data in a bar graph and primary documents.
Answers to Handout B: (1) The bar graph concerns the number of Chinese who
immigrated into U.S. between 1901 and 1990. (2) 1981-1990. (3) Increase.
(4) Answers will vary.
Answers to Handout C: (1) Ho Yang came to U.S. because it was his father's
dream; Arthur Wong came to fulfill dreams of work; Betty Chu came to escape
Communist rule. (2) Ho Yang's.father brought him to U.S.: Arthur Wong came
alone; Betty Chu came with her husband, sponsored by his brother. (3) Ho Yang
had problems in school but "caught on": Arthur Wong was homesick but was
helped by Chinese family associations; Betty Chu's son had dfficulty acljusting,
but he passed his school classes. (4) Ho Yang became afamily association offi-
cer Arthur Wong bought and ran a laundry: Betty Chu raised a faintly. worked
at a hospital, became a U.S. citizen. (5) Yes; explanations will vary.
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Timeline

A Nation of Immigrants: The
Chinese-American Experience

HANDOUT A

62

Chinese immigrants come to California to work on con-
struction of the Central Pacific Railroad.

Congress passes the Chinese Exclusion Act.

Congress passes the Johnson-Reed Act setting immigra-
tion quotas based on the 1890 census in order to favor
immigrants from Europe.

United States enters World War II; China btscomes a mili-
tary ally.

Chinese exclusion laws are voided.

Congress passes the Immigration and Naturalization Act
to replace the quota system that favored immigration from
Europe.

New federal legislation reinforces the trend toward immi-
gration of non-Europeans.
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A Nation of Immigrants: The
Chinese-American Experience

HANDOUT B

Interpreting a Bar Graph
To interpret information contained in a bar graph, begin by determining what the bar graph is
about.

Inspect the title. This will allow you to quickly determine the subject of the bar graph.
Examine the labels on the two axes to determine what information is displayed on the graph
and how it is organized.

1. What is the bar graph shown here about?

Next, determine what the bar graph says by answering questions. The information needed to
answer questions can be found by comparing the length of bars. For example, the first question
below can be answered by comparing the size of the bars for the decades specified.
Figure out what the bar graph says by answei ing the following questions.

2. During which decade of the 20th century did the most Chinese people iliove to the United
States?

3. Has Chinese immigration to the United States tended to increase or decrease during the sec-
ond half of the 20th century?
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The final step in interpreting a bar graph
is to determine what the graph means.
This requires answering a general ques-
tion about what the graph says.
Determine what the bar graph means by
answering the following quest ;on.

4. How would you explain the iiher and
lower periods of Chinese immigration
into the United States in the 20th cen-
tury?
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A Nation of Immigrants: The
Chinese-American Experience

HANDOUT C

Interpreting a Document
Examine these three primary documents about the experiences of Chinese immigrants in the
United States. The documents are taken from interviews conducted during the 1970s by Joan
Morrison and Charlotte Fox Zabusky and published in American Mosaic (New York: Dutton,
1980). Answer the following questions, using information and ideas in the documents as evi-
dence to support or justify your answers.

1. Why did each of these immigrants come to the United States?

2. How did each of these immigrants come to the Uniced States?

3. What problems did each of these immigrants encounter in the United States? How did they
cope with these problems?

4. What did each of these immigrants achieve in the United States?

5. In general, do these people express satisfaction with their decision to leave the land of their
birth to live in the United States? Explain.
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A Nation of Immigrants: The
Chinese-Americar xperience

Document 1
Ho Yang, from China to the United States, 1920

My village in Kwantung Province was very small.
only about a hundred people. and it was really pour. . . .

And America was the dream. My father went to Canton
and worked there. and after a while, he saved up
enough money and he came to the United States. And
when I was thirteen, he came back to China and got
me. .

In China I was educated in the old-fashioned
school. . . . So it was hard for me in the American
school. But I caught on after a while and I graduated
from grammar school, high school, and junior college
right here in San Francisco. . . .

There's really two reasons people like to live in Chi-
natown (in San Francisco]. One is the language. Some
Chinese have been here thirty years and theyve never

DOCUMENTS

been out of Chinatown and they can't speak English.
The other reason is the work here. People own little
shops [which provide jobs for Chinese immigrants]. . .

[Mr. Ho Yang became an officer of one of the family
associations that manages cultural and social life in the
Chinatown of San Francisco.] Probably the most impor-
tant thing the association does is to run the Chinese
schools. It's to teach the Chinese culture and literature
and that sort of thing. The trouble is the majority of the
children don't want to go. We got the school going up to
twelfth grade, but most of them only go just through
sixth grade. Even my own three kids, they don't like to
go to the Chinese school. They say, "Oh, Pop, what's the
use of learning Chinese? We're in this country now."

Document 2
Arthur Wong. from China to the United States, 1930

In Chinatown there are family associations the
people that come from the same village, same surround-
ings. and so forth. They help one another, and they help
me find jobs. . . .

I guess the biggest adjustment would be the separa-
tion of the family. You feel homesick and it's really a
hardship. . . .

At that point, I have no contact with American[s]
none whatsoever. I landed in the ghetto [the Chinatown
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of New York City]. When I begin to understand English
and I begin to step a little further from Chinatown. then
I begin to notice things are different outside China-
town. . . .

After a few years in New York. working as a laundry
worker until I master a few [words of] English I went to
work as a waiter, a part-time waiter. And I work seven
days! I work five and a half days in the laundry and
work the whole weekend in the restaurant. And then
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Chinese-American children in Los Angeles. 20th century.
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A Nation of Immigrants: The
Chinese-American Experience

came the war [World War III, and defense work open up.
and some of my friends went to work in a dermse plant.
and they recommended that I should apply for defense
work. So I went to work for Curtiss-Wright, making air-
planes. . . . I got a deferment from the armed services
until the situation got critical. and then I got drafted. . . .

Well, actually, in those days you felt privileged to handle
a gun to defend your country in World War II.

When I go back, I went back to the laundry. One day
I hear there's a laundry shop for sale, and through
friendship and grapevine I fInd this little laundry in New
Jersey. And we looked at it and we bought it and we
started our really long, successful journey till today. We

DOCUMENTS
(continued)

work at it for twenty-seven years. and I think we did
pretty well.

Practically most lofi our dreams have been fulfilled.
up to this point. . . . With a little luck. we have accom-
plished. I got a family and started out. big long struggle,
and own my own home. raised the children, educated
them. . . .

Now I'm retiring from my long struggle. Certainly I
don't think there's any other place in the world we could
do what we did. with what I have. All I have is ten fin-
gers. I have no money. no education. But I know I have
one thing an opportunity to prove what a man could
do.

Document 3
Betty Chu, from China to the United States, 1969

My grandfather was the head of the family. He was
a very wealthy man. He was a shipowner. and he owned
all these silk stores. My father was some kind of bank
officer. . . . I remember my early childhood as living in a
huge mansion in Shanghai. .

During my adolescent years the big change took
place (the success of the Communist Revolution in
China]. . . . We were all terrified, because we under-
stood the people who were going to take over whole
country is going to be well, the way we put it like our
enemies. This was in 1949. . . .

Well tHrls began to change and we felt ropes dght-
ening up awtvid our necks. .. .

We just couldn't stay there. .
We went to Hong Kong [a British colony) to join my

husband. He was doing pretty good. . . .

We stayed in Hong Kong a little over three years
[and decided to come to the United States). And my
husband's brother here in this country [the United
States] was saying. "If you want to come over to th:s
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country. we'll sponsor." He came as a student, twenty
years ago. We came as immigrants in 1969. .

My son is in high school now. With him it was one
big adjustment right after the other. He had to learn the
different dialect in Hong Kong, and then he had to learn
American here. I don't know how the guy went through
it. but he never stopped behind in his class. I don't
know how he did it. . . . He's always been a quiet boy.
He just doesn't have that many friends. It does still
worry me.

One of my son's biggest disappointments is that my
daughter doesn't speak Chinese. Well, she was a year
and a half when she came over, and she thought she
was American ail along. . . .

lzst year. December. we became citizens. The doc-
tor at the hospital where I work invited us over for a
party. He surprised us by standing up and announcing
it. He said. "Something very wonderful happened last
week," and told everybody that we were citizens now.
He gave us an American flag as a present. and every-
body drank to us. It was very heartwarming.
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Moving North
to Chicago
1900-1945

Curriculum This video program emphasizes the themes of urban development, migration
Connection from rural to urban areas, and the struggles of African Americans to overcome

segregation and other forms of racial discrimination during the first half of the
20th century. These themes fit parts of secondary school U.S. history courses
that deal with social change and race relations in an urban context.

Objectives After viewing this pr )gram and participating in t...e arcompanying activities,
students will be able to
1. Give reasons for the movement of African Americans from the South to the

North during the first half of the 20th century
2. Identify at least three ways this movement changed the human characteris-

tics of the city of Chicago
3. Assess the positive and negative consequences for African Americans of their

move to Chicago

Geographic Movement: Humans interacting on the Earth
Theme In this program, the geographic theme of movement is used to help students

understand the experiences of African Americans who migrated from the
southern region of the United States to the northern region during the first half
of the 20th century.

Key Ideas
1. Patterns are formed by the movement of people, ideas, and products.
2. Movements occur for a variety of reasons.
3. Movements involve linkage between origins and destinations.

Relationships between people in different places constitute the theme of move-
ment. People travel, moving from one place to another. People rely on goods
that come from beyond their own environment. And people in different places
communicate with one another.

Migration is one type of human movement. It is a permanent move to a new
location. In developing the theme of movement, it is useful to distinguish be-
tween forced migration and voluntary migration. While Africans who were
brought to the United States in slavery were forced migrants, Africuli Ameri-
cans who moved from the rural South to the urban North in this century were
voluntary migrants. They made their own decision to move.

Program The first permanent settler in 1779 at the location that became Chicago was a
Summary black man. But as the United States expanded westward in the 19th century

and Chicago became a center of industry and trade, most of the workers in the
city's booming steel mills, factories, and stockyards were not African Americans
but immigrants from Europe. In 1900, more than 90 percent of all African
Americans lived in the South under harsh discriminatory laws and segregated
conditions. For them, justice, schools, and jobs were all scarce.
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At the turn of the century, in what has been called the Great Migration.
African Americans began moving from the rural South to the urban West and
North. They usually arrived on crowded trains and without money. settling in
poor, all-black neighborhoods. In Chicago, most of them were able to find job::
as factory workers, sales clerks, railroad porters, and stockyard laborers. U.S.
entry into World War I in 1917 opened up thousands of new jobs. and even
more eager workers moved north. Migration more than doubled Chicago's
African American population during the war. Many all-white neighborhoods be-
came all-black.

The postwar years brought increasing racial conflict, including a five-day
riot in 1919 that left 38 persons dead. But Chicago still needed workers, and
the migration continued. African Americans added many cultural features to
the Chicago scene: churches, business and social clabs, gospel music. Jazz,
and the blues. The migration slowed during the 1930s' Great Depression but
burgeoned again with the economic boom of World War II and continued for the
next 30 year, until 1970. In all. more than seven million African Americans
moved out uf the South. hundreds of thousands of them to Chicago.

Before the Read this poem to students or have a studetit read it to the class. Tell stu-
Program dents it was written in 1926 by the poet Langston Hughes. an African Ameri-

can who expressed the feelings of people uprooting themselves to seek a bet-
ter life.

Bound No'th Blues
Goin' down de road. Lord,
Goin down de road.
Down de road, Lord.
Way, way down de road.
Got to find some body
To help me cany this load.

Al
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African Americans in the South. early 20th century.
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Road's in front o me,
Nothin' to do but walk.
Road's in front o' me,
Walk . . . and walk . . . and walk.
I'd like to meet a good friend
To come along an' talk.
Hates to be lonely,
Lawd, I hates to be sad.
Says I hates to be lonely,
Hates to be lonely an' sad,
But cvel' friend you finds seems
Like they try to do you bad.
Road, road, road, 0!
Road, road . . . road . . . road. road!
Road, road, road, 0!
On de no'thern road.
These Mississippi towns ain't
Fit for a noppin' toad.

Then ask students to discuss the meaning of this poem and speculate on how
it applies co U.S. history during the first half of the 20th century. Ask stu-
dents to consider the main idea of Hughes's poem. Ask this question: Why
did many African Americans decide to move from the southern region of the
United States to northern cities during the first half of the 20th century?
Using a wall map of the United States or a map in a textbook, ask students to
identify states from which African Americans moved to northern cities. Ne-ct,
ask them to identify northern cities that were popular destinations of these
migrants.
Distribute copies of the timeline for this lesson, which appears as Handout A
at the end of the lesson. Use it to establish the historical period for the video
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African Americans working in Chicago aftEr migration.
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program that students will view. You may also want to use it to preview key
events or the program.
Tell students they will view a video progrrm about the movement of African
Americans from the southern region of the United States to big cities in the
northern region.

During the If desired, the program may be paused at the end of the opening segment
Program (about one minute in length). Ask students to speculate on the question

posed here by the host: "Why did Louis Travis and many other black Ameri-
cans move from the South to northern cities?" After a brief discussion, tell
students to check their responses against information presented in the re-
mainder of the program. (Some teachers may prefer this activity to Before the
Program activities suggested above.)

Atter the Imtnediately following the viewing, initiate a brief, open-ended, preliminary
Program discussion of the questions posed by the host at the end of the program:

"What hopes brought southern black Americans to the urban centers of the
North and West? How did their decision to migrate change their lives? And
how did it change Chicago'?" Encourage students to draw upon information
and examples from the program.
Then present to students the following set of questions, which may be used
as the basis for a classroom discussion at the next class meeting. Ask stu-
dents to i eflect on the video program in preparing their responses.
1. How was the movement of African Americans from the South to Chicago af-

fected by the following persons or events?
a. Industrial development. (Many new Jobs opened up in Chicago; migration

increased.)
b. Labor recruiters. (Offered free transportation north.)
c. World War I. (More jobs became available; migration increased.)
d. The post-World War I economic boom. (Migration increased.)
c. The Great Depression of the 1930s, (Migration slowed.)
f. World War II. Migration increased.)

2. How was this movement affected by.differences in socioeconomic condi-
tions in the North and South? (North had more jobs, better living conditions
that stimulated movement: South had Jim Crow laws, the boll weevil, poor
schools that stimulated movement.)

3. How did this movement change the human characteristics of Chicago?
Identify at least three changes. (Population increased greatly: some all-white
neighborhoods became all-black: cultural aspects such as the music scene
were enriched.)

4. What were the positive consequences for African Americans who moved
north to Chicago? (Better jobs, better living condUions, better education.)
What were the negative consequences? (Discrimination, race riots.) Did the
positive outweigh the negative for most African Americans who moved? Ex-
plain. (Answers will vary.)

Follow-up Teachers may wish to assign to students the follow-up activity, which appears
Activities as Handout B at the end of this lesson. It involves examination and interpreta-

tion of primary documents.
Answers to Handout B: (I) To jind work, escape discrirninatony laws, get a bet-
ter education. (2) Little or no money, crowded (ruins, white opposition. (3) They
believed they would reap benejltsjobs at good wages and decent housing-
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that would outweigh the obstacles. (4) The newspaper advertised benefits of mi-
gration. led movement to protect rights. (5) Southern agents tried to get African
American workers to stay in South with little success: explanations will vary.
(6) All expressed hope for better life: Travis saw that the hope was not alwat; 3
fulfilled. Students' opinions will vary.

Suggested Garrett, Wilbur E., editor. Historical Atlas of the United States. pp. 246-251.
Reading Washington. D.C.: National Geographic Society. 1988.

Grant. Robert B. The Black Man Comes to the City. Chicago: Nelson-Hall. 1972.
Groh. Robert B. The Black Migration: The Journey to Urban America, New York:

Weybright and Talley. 1972.
Johnson. Daniel M.. and Rex R. Campbell. Black Migration in America: A Social

Demographic History. Durham, N.C.: Duke University Press. 1981.
LeMann. Nicholas. 77w Promised Land: The Great Black Migration and How It

Changed America. New York: Knopf. 1991.
Mayer. Harold M.. and Richard C. Wade. with the assistance of Glen E. Holt.

Chicago: Growth of a Metropolis. Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1969.
Travis. Dempsey J . An Autobiography of Black Chicago. Chicago: Urban Re-

search Institute. 1981.
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Timeline

Moving North
to Chicago

HANDOUT A

More than 90 percent of l African Americans live in the
southern region of the United States.

The Chicago Defender. a newspaper owned and operated
bY African Americans. is founded: it becomes a significant
torce in stimulating southern African Americans to move
to northern cities such as Chicago.

African Americans constitute 2 percent of the total popula-
tion of Chicago.

The United States enters World War I. which stimulates
migration of African American workers to northern cities
to fill Jobs in factories.

A five-day riot in Chicago exemplifies tensions between
black and white residents in northern cities.

African Americans constitute 4.1 percent of the total pop-
ulation of Chicago.

African Americans constitute 7 percent of the total popula-
tion of Chicago.

The United States enters World War II. which stimulates
new migration of southern African Americans to northern
cities to fill jobs in industries.

African Americans constitute nearly 10 percent of the
total population of Chicago.

Fewer than 68 percent of African Americans live in the
South.

#.1
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Moving North
to Chicago

HANDOUT B

Interpreting a Document
Examine and interpret the following set of primary documents taken from the Chicago De-
fender, a newspaper owned and published by African Americans. This newspaper. founded in
1905, claimed a circulation by 1917 of more than 100,000 copies, many of them in the south-
ern states. Answer these questions, using information and ideas acquired from the documents
as evidence to support or Justify your answers.

1. Why did African Americans in the South want to migrate to cities in the North, such as
Chicago?

2. What were some obstacles to the migration of these southern African Americans to the
North?

3. What hopes did these African Americans express about how to overcome these obstacles?

4. How did the Chicago Defender encourage or help African Americans move north?

5. How did some southern whites react to the migration of African Americans from their region?
Can you explain their reactiun?

6. Compare the viewpoints expressed about ti.e move north by African Americans in letters and
editorials in the Chicago Defender (Documents 3 and 4) with views expressed by persons in
the video program such as Dempsey Travis. What are the similarities in their views? Are
there any differences9 What are your opinions about the views expressed in Documents 3
and 4? Do you agree with the reasons given for migrating north?
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DOCUMENTS

Moving North
to Chicago

Document 1
News Report in the Chicago Defender, August 12, 1916

Atlanta, Georgict. So strong has the exodus of farm
and skilled labor been since the war [beginning of
World War 1 in 19141 that the southern whites have
begun to see that their treatment for the Race man has
brought about unsatisfied conditions and those who are
trying to get away from the "Jim Crow" and segregated
part of the country are leaving in large numbers owing
to the shortage of white help in the north. One hundred

and fifty left for the tobacco fields of Connecticut last
week. The Baltimore & Ohio [railroad] took 200 and
about 50 more are leaving for the steel mills in Indiana
(in Gary and East Chicago]. . . .

Every clew to a job in the north is being taken up
and families are preparing to leave on 12 hours notice.
"Better living conditions for my children" is the watch-
word in every household.

Document 2
News Report in the Chicago Defender, August 19, 1916

Savannah, Georgia. During the past three weeks the
agents of th Pennsylvania railroad have been sending
thousands of laborers north to work on the railroad and
in the factories. Train after train has been sent from
Jacksonville, Fla., with as many as they could hold.

The officials of this city have been taken completely
by surprise to find so many that are willing and ready
to leave the south. Two and three trains have been leav-
ing here with from ten to twelve coaches each. Two
labor agents have been arrested for sending labor out of
Georgia, but when the case came to trial the labor

agents came way out ahead and resumed their work.
The laborers lined up on West Broad and Margaret
streets. When the labor agent passed he told them
where to catch the train.

The men began to fill the West End car, going out to
Central junction. which is four miles out of the city lim-
its. The cars were crowded all day and the streets were
lined with people. . . .

The white people have begun to sit up and take no-
tice. They have tried every way to stop the exodus but
I,ave failed.

THE

Document 3
Editorial in the Chicago Defender, February 10, 1917

The Defender invites all to come north. Plenty of
room for the good, sober, industrious man. Plenty of
work. For those who will not work, the jails will take

14

care of you. When you have served your 90 days at
hard labor you will then have learned how to work.
Anywhere in God's country is far better than the South-



Moving North
to Chicago

land. . . . Don't let the crackers fool you. Come Join the
ranks of the free. Cast the yoke from around your neck.
See the light. When you have crossed the Ohio river

DOCUMENTS
(continued)

breathe the fresh air and say, "Why didn't I come be-
fore?"

Document 4
Letters to the Chicago Defender

April 21. 1917
Mobile. Alabama
Dear Sirs:

We have a club of 108 good men wants work we are
willing to go north or west but we are not able to pay
rail road fare now if you can help us r-t work and get to
it please answer at once. Hope to hea, from you.

April 25. 1917
Pensacola, Florida
Dear Sir:

Having read in the "Chicago Defender" (that you(
are helping the negroes of the south to secure employ-
ment 1 am writing you this note asking you to please

put me & my friend in touch with some firm that are
nriploying men. Please do what you can for us.

April 29, 1917
Atlanta, Georgia
Sir:

I am a young man years of age. 1 desire to get in
some place where I can earn more for my labor than I
do now, which is $1.25 per day. . . . I am willing to do
anything for better wages. . . . I would like if you knows
if there is an auto school any where (thati colored men
can go to and learn the automobile industry to give me
their address.
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New Deal for
the Dust Bowl
1931-1945

Curriculum The Great Depression and New Deal policies of the federal government are irn-
Connection portant topics in secondary school U.S. history courses. This video program,

with its focus on depression-era problems of Dust Bowl farmers, complements
and enriches standard textbook chapters on the first two terms of the Franklin
D. Roosevelt presidency, which formulated New Deal programs to assist Great
Plains farmers, among others.

Objectives After viewing this program and participating in the accompanying activities.
students will be able to
1. ExpI lin how environmental conditions and human actions created the Dust

Bowl
2. Describe how the Dust Bowl affected people of the Greet Plains
3. Describe federal government programs of the New Deal era that were de-

signed to ameliorate or overcome problems of the Dust Bowl and to prevent
these problems in the future

Geographic Relationships within Places: Humans and Environments
Theme In this program, the geographic theme of human/environment relationships is

used to examine conditions on the Great Plains before, during, and after the
Dust Bowl disaster of the 1930s.

Key Ideas
1. People interact with the environment to obtain a var3ety of resources

:hat meet their needs.
2. People perceive the environment in different ways.
3. People modify the environment in different ways.

People significantly modify the natural environment, usually in an effort to
meet their needs. These modifications reflect cultural values, economic and po-
litical circumstances, and technological abilities. The Dust Bowl is a story of
humans modrying the southern Great Plains using farming techniques more
appropriate for the eastern part of the country and the government's actions to
alleviate the disastrous conditions that resulted.

Program In the 1930s a vast area of fertile farmland in the center of the Untied States.
Summary the Great Plains, turned into a Dust Bowl, hit by storms of winc! and dry earth.

The rich soil that had been producing bumper crop.; of wheat and corn took to
the air in huge clouds of choking dust. Worst affected was a flve-state region of
northern Texas, northeastern New Mexico, southeastern Colorado, southwest-
ern Kansas, and the Oklahoma Panhandle. This area, which even in normal
times experiences hot summers with little rain, was in a major drought period
with hardly any rain* all.

Farming on a large scale had begun in this region only after 1910, when
powered machinery made it possible for one farmer to work a huge area of
land. Through the 1920s the amount of land under cultivaion increased dra-



matically. The region was experiencing a wet period, which was ideal for "dry
farming" techniques that depended on ground moisture. But in this area a dry
period always follows a wet period, and in the 1930s the soil became drier and
drier, crops died off, the grass withered, farming became impossible, and niil-
lions of acres of parched earth began blowing away. W.Lh no government as:As-
tame programs available, farm families were threatened with homelessness
and starvation. Half a miPion people were forced off the Great Plains; many of
them headed for the rich farmlands of California and Washington.

Finally the federal government, under the New Deal administration of Presi-
dent Franklin D. Roosevelt, put together a number of programs to relieve the
Dust Bowl conditions as well as the overall effects of the Great Depression.
Dust Bowl farmers who remained on the land received immediate relief money
to buy fuel, feed for livestock, and food and clothing for their families. The Soil
Conservation Service devised a plan to contsol the dust storms with new and
experimental farming methods. Farmers learned how to plow the land so as to
trap much-needed moisture. The Forest Service planted millions of trees to
break the force of the winds. By 1939 the worst was over, and the region ..igain
began to prosper. Though drought periods have returned since then, the Dust
Bowl conditions have not.

Before the Read this verse to students or have a student read it to the class. Tell stu-
Program dents it was written and set to music by an American folk musician, Woody

Guthrie, who expressed the feelings of the "common man" in his music.
On the 14th day of April 1935 there struck
The worst of dust storms
That ever filled the sky.
From Oklahoma City,
To the Arizona line,
Dakota and Nebraska
To the lazy Rio Grande.

The storm took place at sundown,
It lasted through the night.
When we looked out next morning,
We saw a terrible sight.
It covered up our fences,
It covered up our barns,
It covered up our tractors
In this wild and dusty storm.°

Then ask students to consider the lyric's meaning and how it applies to U.S.
history during the 1930s. Tell students that asking and answering geographic
questions can help structure one's consideration of an historical event.

The most basic geographic question is "Where?" Ask students: Where in
the United States did the Dust Bowl occur? Have them use the song lyric and
a wall map of the United States or a map in a textbook to answer this ques-
tion.

Indicate that a second basic question is "Why there?" e students spec-
ulate about the causes of the Dust Bowl. Ask them: Why did the dust storms
occur there, on the southern Great Plains?
':stribute coptes of the timeline for this lesson, which appears as Handout A

at the end of the lesson. Use it to establish the historical period for the pro-
gram that students will view. You may also want to use it to preview key
events of the program.
Inforn, students they will view a video program that will answer the two basic
geographic questions already discussed and other questions about the Dust
Bowl of the Great Plains region during the 19305.



Durhig the If desired, the program may be paused at the end of the opening segment
Program (about two minutes in length). Ask students to speculate on the questions

posed here by the host: "Why did this rich, fertile soil, which had been pro-
ducing bumper crops of wheat and corn, take to the air in huge clouds of
choking dust? What part did the natural environment have in this tragedy?
What part did people play in causing it?" After a brief discussion, tell students
to check their responses against information presented in the remainder of
the program.

Atter the Immedir....ely following the viewing, initiate a brief, open-ended, preliminary
Program discussion of the questions posed by the host at the end of the program:

"How should we relate to our natural environment? What lessons do we learn
from the experience of the farmers before, during, and after the Dust Bowl era?"
Encourage students to draw upon information and examples from the program.

Then present to students the following set of questions, which may be used as
the basis for a classroom discussion at the next class meeting. Ask them to
reflect on the video program in preparing their responses.

1. What did each of these factors have to do with creation of the Dust Bowl?
a. Climate. (Fierce, dry winds and hot summers with little rain on the Great

Plains caused dust storms.)

i::`1.:t;,14
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A dust storm in the Dust Bowl. Oklahoma, 1936.
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b. Rainfall. (Very little rainfall led to erosion of soil.)
c. Farming methods. (Dry farming technique worked only when there was

adequate rainfall.)

2, What were the most important causes of the Dust Bowl characteristics of
the natural environment or the interactions of humans with the natural
environment? Explain. (Both factors were necessary causes, but human in-
teractions compounded the problem.)

3. How did the Dust Bowl conditions affect the lives of people in the Great
Plains region? (Many people had to abandon their farms, leave everything,
and move elsewhere.)

4. What New Deal actions were aken by the federal government to help farm-
ers overcome problems of the Dust Bowl? (Government provided immediate
relief and subsidies, took aerial soil surveys, devised ways to protect soil,
educated farmers to new agricultural methods, set up experimental farms,
used teams of county agents to work with farmers, planted trees as wind-
breaks, took grasslands out of cultivation.)

5. When did prosperity return to the farmers of the Great Plains region? Why?
(Prosperity returned in the late 1930s as a result of government programs
and the ending of drought conditions.)

0.:

Me Great Plains under scientific cultivation ofter the Dust Bowl years.
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Fonuwup Teachers may wish to assign to students one or both follow-up activities, which
Activities appear as Handouts B and C at the end of this lesson. They involve examina-

tion and interpretation of data in a timeline and primary documents.
Answers to Handout B: (1) 1931, 1932. (2) 1935, 1937. (3) 1933, 1935, 1937.
(4) 1933, 1935, 1937, 1938, 1939, 1940. (5) Answers will vary.
Answers to Handout C: (1) Drought, farmers' failure to let land lie fallow. (2) Let
land lie fallow; till with appropriate conservation methods. (3) Improvements
spotty; much depended on continued rain. (4) Following scientific agricultural
methods helped ensure farmers' survival through droughts of 1950s and 1970s.

Suggested Bonnifleld, Paul. The Dust Bowl. Albuquerque: University of New Mexico Press,
Reading 1979.

Hurt, R. Douglas. The Dust Bowl: An Agricultural and Social History. Chicago:
Nelson-Hall, 1984.

Malone, Michael P., and Richard W. Etulain. The American West: A Twentieth-
Century History, pp. 87-119. Lincoln: University of Nebraska Press. 1989,

Kraenzel. Carl Frederick. The Great Plains in Transition. Norman: University of
Oklahoma Press, 1969.

Low, Ann Marie. Dust Bowl Diary. Lincoln: University of Nebraska Press, 1984.
Lowitt. Richard. The New Deal and the West. Bloomington: Indiana University

Press, 1984.
Stein. Walter J. California and the Dust Bowl Migration. Westport, Conn.:

Greenwood Press. 1973.
`"^rster, Donald. Dust Bowl. New York: Oxford University Press, 1979.
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Timeline

New Deal for
the Dust Bowl

Drought begins in the summer.

HANDOUT A

Dust storms begin.

Franklin D. Roosevelt takes office as president of the
United States and pledges a New Deal for industrial work-
ers and farmers suffering from depressed economic condi-
tions.

Worst dust storms of this Dust Bowl era; start of New Deal
programs to bring relief to farmers in the Dust Bowl.

/President Roosevelt begins his second term and promises
a continuation of New Deal programs to assist Dust Bowl
farmers.

Precipitation increases; drought conditions end; dust
storms diminish.

Cust storms diminish as precipitation continues to in-
crease; agriculture flourishes again.

77----Dust storms end; Dust Bowl conditions pass away: war in
Europe increases demand and prices for whea, grown on
the Great Plains; prosperity for farmers returns.
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New Deal for
the Dust Bowl

HANDOUT B

Interpreting a Timeline
Examine the timeline for tnis program (Handout A). Then answer the following questions about
the data in the timeline.

1. What items in the timeline pertain to causes of the Dust Fal

2. What items in the timeline pertain to consequences of the Dust Bowl?

3. What items in the timeline pertain to actions taken to overcome Dust Bowl problems?

4. What items in the timeline pertain to reasons for the end of the Dust Bowl?

5. What are three events in U.S. history that should be added to this timeline? Indicate exactly
where these three events would fit into this Umeline. Why should these events he added to
this timeline?

82
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New Deal for
the Dust Bowl

HANDOUT C

Interpreting a Document
Examine the primary documents taken from the travel dispatches of a famous Journalist, Ernie
Pyle, whose articles were printed in newspapers throughovt the United States. Document 1 is a
report about effects of the Dust Bowl on people living in western Kansas in June 1936. Docu-
ment 2, written in May 1939, reports about Dust Bowl conditions in western Kansas and Okla-
homa. Then answer the folk wing questions about the two documents, using information and
ideas from the documents as evidence to support or justify your answers.

1. What reasons for the creation of the Dust Bowl were reported by Ernie Pyle?

2. What opinions about how the Dust Bowl problems could be overcome were reported by Pyle?

3. What were Pyle's judgments about improvements in the Dust Bowl region from 1936 to1939?

4. What opinions about the future of the Dust Bowl region can you derive from Pyle's rei )rts?To what extent did these opinions conform to developments in the region from the 1940suntil today?
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DOCUMENTS

New Deal for
the Dust Bowl

Document 1
Ernie Pyle's Report on the Dust Bowl, June 8, 1936

. . . I asked my friend in Garden City (Kansas] to tell
me all about the dust storms what caused them, and
what was being done about it, and so on. This is what
he told me:

This country has always been cattle-grazing coun-
try. There has never been much heavy vegetadon: just
short ..trass. But during and after the war (World War 1.
people found they could make more money raisink:
wheat than raising cattle. They started farming. Money
came easily. It was nothing for a man to buy a e_tction
of land and pay for it with just one wheat crop. It was a
utopia. A few months hard work, and your year's rev-
enue was in hand. People didn't put much back into
the land. or till for the future.

Then, five years ago, came the drought. Most of the
farmers were broke, There had been a bumper crop. As
far as you could se across these vast prairies, every
Inch of land was covered with billowing wheat. The
market tms flooded. The price fell to nothing. The crop
that year, even though it was fine. would hardly pay for
itself.

With no money in hand. the farmers couldn't afford
to let their land lie fallow; they couldn't afford to make
the temporary sacrifice that would have insured the fu-
ture. They couldn't afford to have the doctor now, even
though it would have been cheaper in the long run.
They continued to plow and plant. There was no rain.
The wind blew. The raw ground dried, and started to
blow.

My friend told how dust storms arc like a disease.
They infect other land. The dust settles over an adjoin-

ing field, smothers out the vegetation; the blowing dust
'kills into it. gets a hold. digs in, bares a spot to the
wind, and it's all over. Another field has been added to
the desolation.

Hundreds of thousands of acres have been com-
pitgely abandoned. The people have moved to neighbor-
ing towns and tried to get day work. Some have found
farms to rent outside the dust region.

And what is to become of this country? I don't
know. The experts are working on ft. They are giving
advice, but the advice is mighty hard to follow when
you're broke. The experts do say this: that if this land
were left fallow for a few years, or if it were tilled with
method [that is, with appropriate conservation meth-
ods]. the country could be restored.

Some people say it is gone forever, that the rich top-
soil is all blown away. Others say nonsense, that topsoil
exterds down thirty feet. Some crops won't grow on this
land now. certainly, but others will. The experts say a
farmer can terrace land against wind erosion, just as he
can against water erosionyou can plow up the ridges,
at right angles to the prevailing,winds, and these ridges
will catch the dust. and form a dam, and keep the soil
in place. They have done it in many places.

But the average fanner. even though he may be in
accord with the scientific ways of restoring the land,
still feels that it is just the plain old farm question of
weather, and that as soon as the wind stops blowing
and we get back to normal rains, everything will be all
right.

Document 2
Ernie Pyle Revisits the Dust Bowl, May 3, 1939

The Dust Bowl is better in spots. Today when we
drove through the dust country a high wind was blow-
. .g. It roared against the side of the car until you could
hardly talk. Yet there wasn't a speck of dust. Water was
standing in the roadside ditches. The land was moist
from last night's rain. The Dust Bowl has had an abun-
dance of rain this spring. If a keeps up. there will be a
crop this year. IN keeps up.. . .

It doesn't take long for the land to thy and the earth
to start rolling through the air. Take last night, for ex-
ample. just before the rain. The wind whippped up to
sixty miles an hour. A California family, in a brand-new
Buick. got caught in the storm.

They were badly frightened. They had never seen a
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dust storm before. They didn't know what was happen-
ing to them. They came plowing through. And when
they drove into a garage here, their windows were mot-
tled by the sand. and there wasn't tany paint left on
their brand-new Buick. That's what a little drying sun-
shine, and a little puff of wind can do to the Dust Bowl.

Around Garden City (Kansas] things look infinitely
better than they did when we came through three years
ago. At that time the country was like a graveyard de-
nuded, gray, almost vulgar in its pitiful nakedness. . . .

But now. around Garden City you see green fields of
wheat and alfalfa. Dozens of herds of nice-looking cattle
graze in these fields. There is a prosperous look. . . .
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The Origin and
Development of NATO
1945-1991

Curriculum This video program describes the Cold War atmosphere following World War II
Connection and the foreign policy responses of the United States and its allies to the Soviet

Union and its allies. Thus it fits the parts of standard secondary school U.S.
history textbooks that treat the postwar conflicts and the formation of the
North Atlantic Treaty Organization (NATO).

lectives After viewing this program and participating in the accompanying activities,
students will be able to
1. Explain how international political events following World War II led to the

Cold War and the formation of NATO
2, Describe the actions of President harry S. Truman and his adviser, Georgc F.

Kennan, in the formation of NATO as an instrument of United States foreign
policy

3. Describe the effect of NATO on international relations in Europe from the
1950s to the 1990s

4. Evaluate NATO's contribution to the achievement of U.S. foreign policy objec-
tives

5. Describe the unifying characteristics and common interests of the countries
that formed NATO

Geographic Regions: How They Form and Change
Theme In this program, the geographic theme of regions is used to describe and ex-

plain the origin of NATO and its counterpart, the Warsaw Pact.
Key Ideas
1. Regions are a way to organize information.
2. A region has common characteristics.
3. Regions provide a context for studying events.

A region is a means for examining, defining, describing, explaining, and analyz-
ing the human and physical environment. In 1946, former British Prime Minis-
ter Winston Churchill, in talking about the Soviet threat, saw Europe divided
into two distinct regions, one under Soviet influence, the other under Western
influence. He said the two regions were divided by a boundary, an "iron cur-
tain."

This regional distinction served as the context within which events were
played out in Europe for more than 40 years. It led to the formation of two re-
gional military alliances, NATO and the Warsaw Pact. In addition, the West
adopted a "containment" policy to prevent any westward movement of the
boundary between the regions.

Program The United States, the Soviet Union, and their allies were victorious in World
Summary War II. But celebration soon turned into mutual fear and suspicion as the Sovi-

ets seized land and gained control over one East European country after the
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other. In early 1946, or 'y months after the war's end, former British Prime
Minister Winston Churthill made his famous speech lamenting that "an iron
curtain has descended across the Continent" of Europe due to Soviet expan-
sion. U.S. President Harry Truman decided he must act. A respected expert on
Soviet affairs, George F. Kennan, recommended a policy of "long-term, patient,
but firm and vigilant containment of Russian expansionist tendencies,"

Thus began the Cold War. In 1947 Truman asked Congress for $400 million
to help Greece and Turkey stave off commur.ism. The United States also
launched a $17-billion program of economic aid to Western Europe called the
Marshall Plan that soon brought those countries out of a depression. When the
Western allies sought to reunite the defeated and divided Germany, the Soviet
Union refused, fearing it might suffer again at the hands of a strong Germany.
In June 1949 the Soviets set up a blockade of roads and railways into West
Berlin, hoping the people of the city, cut off from food and fuel, would fall
under Soviet control. But the Western allies began a massive airlift of supplies,
foiling the Soviet strategy.

In April 1949, 12 nations of North America and Western Europe, including
the United States, signed the North Atlantic Treaty, agreeing to come to one an-
other's aid in case of military attack. Despite such early shocks as the fall of
China to communism, the Soviet development of nuclear weapons, and the Ko-
rean War, the North Atlantic Treaty Organization (NATO) prospered and ex-
panded. To counter it. the Soviet Union formed its European allies into a mili-
tary organization called the Warsaw Pact. For decades strong military forces of
East and West stood glaring at each other across the iron curtain. But a shoot-
ing war was avoided; Kennan's and Truman's policy of containment worked. By
1991 the Soviet Union, weakened economically, had lost its dominance over
Eastern Europe and the Warsaw Pact ceased to exist. But NATO remained a
strong regional alliance of 16 countries with common values and defense needs.
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U.S. troops. left. greet Soviet troops on bridge over the Elbe, May 1945.
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Before the Read to students the following excerpts from a speech made by Winston
Program Churchill in March 1946 at Westminster College in Fulton, Missouri.

A shadow has fallen upon the scenes so lately lighted by the Allied vic-
tory. Nobody knows what Soviet Russia and its Communist international
organization intends to do in the immediate future, or what are the lim-
its, if any, to their expansive and proselytizing tendencies. . . .

From Stettin in the Baltic to Trieste in the Adriatic. an iron curtain
has descended across the Continent. Behind that line lie all the capitals
of the ancient states of central and eastern Europe . . . in what I must
call the Soviet sphere. and all are subject in one form or another, not
only to Soviet influence but to a very high and in some cases increasing
measure of control from Moscow. . . .

Tell students who Churchill was and the heroic part he played during World
War II as prime minister of Great Britain. Ask them to discuss the meaning of
Churchill's "iron curtain" speech. Ask: What is the main point of Churchill's
statement? Why did he make this statement at that time?
After this brief, speculative discussion, turn to a wall map of Europe or a map
in a textbook. Ask students to identify the line across Europe, from Stettin to
Trieste. that Churchill referred to as an iron curtain.
Tell students to consider the countries to the west and east of Churchill's line
through the middle of Europe. Ask them to discuss speculatively the differ-
ences between the countries in the western region and those in the eastern
region in the postwar period. Then turn to a world map and point to the
United States and Canada. Ask students why these two countries have been
linked historically to the countries of the Western European region.
Distr.bute copies of the timeline for this program. Use it to establish the his-
torical period and key events for the program that students will view.
Tell students they will view a video program about the origins and develop-
ment of the North Atlantic Treaty Organization. or NATO, which countries of
Western Europe and the North Atlantic region created to defend themselves
against the perceived threat of aggression from the East.

During the If desired, the program may be paused at the end of the opening segment
PrOg11111 (about two minutes in length). Ask students to speculate on the question

posed here by the host: "Why did the U.S.. Canada. and countries in Western
Europe form NATO after World War lIT After a brief discussion, tell studt....nts
to check their responses against information presented in the remainder of
the program. (Some teachers may prefer this activity to the Before the Pro-
gram activities suggested above.)

After the Immediately following the viewing, initiate a brief, open-ended. ,Ireliminary
Program discussion of the questions posed by the host at the end of the program: "Did

NATO meet the regional needs and objectives for which it was founded? Do
we still need NATO today?" Encourage students to draw upon information
and examples from the program in responding to these questions.
Then present to students the following set of questions, which may be used
as the basis for a classroom discussion during the next class meeting. Ask
students to reflect on the program in preparing their responses.
1. What is the purpose of NATO? What countries belong to it? (NATO was

formed as a defense alliance to protect its members against possible Soviet
aggression: members are the United States. Canada. Iceland, Norway. the
United Kingdom. Denmark. the Netherlands. Belgium, Luxembourg. FYance.
Italy. Portugal. Germany. Spain. Greece, and Thrkey.)
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2. What countries belonged to the Warsaw Pact? (Soviet Union. Poland, East
Germany. Czechoslovakia, Hungary, Romania, Bulgaria, and Albania; Alba-
nia withdrew in 1968.)

3. What did each of the following events have to do with the formation of
NATO?
a. Territorial expansion of the Soviet Union after World War II. (West hoped

NATO would stop Soviet expansion.)
b. Establishment of Communist governments in countries of East Europe.

(Gave Soviet Union control over the region; heightened threat to the West.)
c, Threat of Soviet domination of Greece and Turkey. (Caused President

Truman to state doctrine of containment.)
d. Berlin blockade. (Helped convince Western allies to form NATO.)

4. What did President Truman and his foreign policy adviser George F. Ken-
non have to do with the formation of NATO? (They were its chief proponents
and architects.)

5. What were the unifying characteristics and common interests of the coun-
tries in the North Atlantic area that formed NATO? (Common defense inter-
ests. common heritage, democratic governments.)

6. Evaluate the performance of NATO. Was it a good idea when it was orga-
nized? Has it been a successful instrument of U.S. foreign policy? (Answers
will vary.)

7. What should be the future of NATO? Is there still a need for it? (Answers
will vary.)

Follow-up Teachers may wish to assign students one or both follow-up activities. which
Activities appear as Handouts B and C at the end of this lesson. They involve examining

and interpreting information in a table and a document.
Answers to Handout B: (1) NATO. (2) NATO. (3) Warsaw Pact. (4) Warsaw Pact.
(5) Appeared to give advantage to Warsaw Pact. (6) Answers will vary.
Answers to Handout C: (1) Collective defense. (2) Self-help and mutual aid
against armed attack. (3) Collective defense and economic collaboration were
seen as beneficial for the peace and security of the whole North Atlantic region.
(4) Preamble and Articles 1-5. (5) Yes; the region was considered united on prin-
ciples and on economic and defense needs. (6) Answers will vary.

Suggested Carpenter. Ted Galen. editor. Is NATO Obsolete? Washington. D.C.: Cato lnsti-
Reading tute, 1990.

Choliand. Gerard, and Jean-Pierre Rageau. Strategic Atlas: A Comparative
Geopolitics of the World's Powers. New York: Hai,oer & Row. 1985.

Gaddis, John Lewis. The Long Peace: Inquiries inio he History of the Cold War.
New York: Oxford University Press, 1987.

Godson. Joseph, editor. Thirty-five Years of NATO. New York: Dodd, Mead,
1984.

Mayers, David. George Kennan and the Dilemmas of U.S. Foreign Policy. New
York: Oxford University Press, 1988.

Paterson, Thomas G. Meeting the Communist Threat: Truman to Reagan. New
York: Oxford University Press, 1988.

Sharnik. John. Inside the Cold War: An Oral History. New York: Arbor House,
1987.
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Timeline

The Origin and
Development of NATO

HANDOUT A

World War I) ends; Nazi Germany is defeated by the allied
powers led by the United States and the Soviet Union.

U.S. and Soviet Union clash over reorganization of coun-
tries and governments an Central and East Europe.

George Kennan designs a policy of "containment" against
the expansion of Soviet influence in Europe; President
Truman accepts the policy, and the Cold War begins.

North Atlantic Treaty Organization (NATO) is created by
the North Atlantic Treaty, an agreement for collective de-
fense signed by 12 nations of Western Europe and North
America.

\ General Dwight Eisenhower is named supreme allied com-
mander in Europe and head of integrated NATO defense
forces.

Greece and Turkey join NATO.

Federal Republic of Germany joins NATO; Soviet Union
organizes Warsaw Pact in response to NATO.

Spain becomes a member of NATO,

Soviet-dominated Communist governments decline and
fall throughout East Europe; Germany is unified under
democratic government and constitution of West
Germany.

Warsaw Pact is dissolved; Cold War appears to be over.
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Interpreting a Table
NATO and Warsaw Pact: Indicators of Power. 1984

HANDOUT B

Indicator NATO Warsaw Pact

Population 634,000,000 387.000.000
Gross national product in dollars per capita $10,729 $7,396
Military forces stationed in Europe 2,600,000 4,000,000
Tanks in Europe 13,470 26.900
Aircraft in Europe 2.990 7,430
Intercontinental missiles with nuclear warheads 1,040* 1.398"

Figures from NATO and the Warsaw Pact: Fbrce Comparisons (NATO Information Service. Brussels. 1984) and World
Militanj Expenditures and Arms Transfers U.S. Arms Control and Disarmamfmt Agency).
*United States and United Kingdom.
** Soviet Union.

Examine the information presented in the table, then answer these questions.

1. Which regional alliance had the advantage in number of persons available for military ser-
vice?

2. Which regional alliance had the stronger economic system in 1984?

3. Which regional alliance had more military hardware available in Europe in 1984?

4. On balance, which military alliance seemed to have the advantage in 1984?

5. What role did nuclear ,.reapons play in the military balance of power?
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HANDOUT B
(continued)

6. Speculate on the relationship between economic advantage and military power.

Now write a paragraph summarizing the information you obtained from the table. To write a
summary paragraph:

Begin by writing a topic sentence that tells what the whole paragraph is about.
Next, organize the information obtained from the map into sentences. Use them to support or
expand upon the topic sentence.
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HANDOUT C

Interpretsag a Document
Examine this primary document, part of the North Atlantic Treaty (take, from the records of
the 81st Congress of the United States). Then answer these questions, using information and
ideas in the document as evidence to support or justify your answers.

1. What was the main ob.; aive of the North Atlantic Treaty?

2. How did the signatory countries intend to achieve this objective?

3. How do the Preamble and Article 2 exemplify the geographic theme of regions? Explain.

4. Which parts of the document include statements about cooperation and mutual benefits of
signatory countries?

5. Can the idea of regions be used to explain why these statements were included in the docu-
ment?

6. Did the signatory countries achieve the objectives and enjoy the benefits they sought
through this treaty?



The Origin and
Development of NATO

The North Atlantic Treaty
Signed April 4, 1949

The Parties to this Treaty reaffirm their faith in the
purposes and principles of the Charter of the United
Nations and their desire to live in peace with all peoples
and all governments.

They are determined to safeguard the freedom, com-
mon heritage and civilization of their peoples. founded
on the principles of democracy. individual liberty and
the rule of law.

They seek to promote stability and well-being in the
North Atlantic area.

They are resolved to unite their efforts for collective
defense and for the preservation of peace ani security.

They therefore agree to this North Atlantic Treaty:

Article 1. The Parties undertake, as set forth in the
Charter of the United Nations, to settle any interna-
tional disputes in which they may be involved by peace-
ful means in such a manner that international peace
and security, and justice. are not endangered, and to
refrain in their international relations from the threat or

DOCUMENT

use of force in any manner inconsistent with the pur-
poses of the United Nations.

Article 2. The Parties will contribt,te toward the fur-
ther development of peaceful and frimdly international
relations by strengthening their feee institutions, by
bringing about a better understanding of the principles
upon which these institutions are founded, and by pro-
moting conditions of stability and well-being. They will
seek to eliminate conflict in their international eco-
nomic policies and will encourage economic collabora-
tion between any or all of them.

Article 3. In order more effectively to achieve the ob-
jectives of this Treaty, the Parties, separately and
jointly, by means of continuous and effective self-help
and mutual aid, will maintain and develop their individ-
ual and collective capacity to resist armed attack,

Article 4. The Parties will consult together whenever,
in the opinion of any of them, the territorial integnty,
political independence or security of any of the Parties
is threatened.

President Harnj Thunan at signing cli NATO Treaty, 1949,
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Article 5. The Parties agree that an armed attack
against one or more of them in Europe or North merica
shall be considered an attack against them all: and con-
sequently they agree that, if such an armed attack oc-
curs, each of them, in exercise of the right of individual
or collective self-defense recognized by Article 51 of the
Charter of the United Nations, will assist the Party or
Parties so attacked by taking forthwith, individually and
in concert with the other Parties, such action as it
deems necessary, including the use of anned force, to
restore and maintain the security of the North Atlantic
area.

Article S. Each Party declares that none of the inter-
national engagements now in force between it and any
other of the Parties or any third state is in conflict with
the provisions of this Treaty. and undertakes not to
enter into any international eng tgement in conflict with
this Treaty.

Article 9. The Parties hereby establish a ccuncil, on
which each of them shall be represented, to consider
matters concerning the implementation of th s Treaty.
The council shall be so organized as to be Ali. to meet
promptly at any time, The council shall set iip such
subsidiary bodies as may be necessary: in part:cular it
shall establish immediately a defense committee which
shall recommend measures for the implementation of
Articles 3 and 5.
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(continued)

Article 10. The Parties may. by unanimous agree-
ment, invite any other European state in a position to
further the principles of this Treaty and to contribute to
the security of the North Atlantic area to accede to this
Treaty.. .

Article 11. . The Treaty shall enter into force be-
tween the states which have ratified it as soon as the
ratifications of the majority of the signatories, including
the ratifications of Belgium, Canada. France, Luxem-
bourg, the Netherlands, the United Kingdom and the
United States, have been deposited and shall come into
effect with respect to other states on the date of the de-
posit of their ratifications.

Article 12. After the Tr.aty has been in force for ten
years, or at any time ther,:after. the Parties shall, if any
of them so requests, consult together for the puroose of
reviewing the Treaty, having regard for the factors then
affecting peace and security in the North Atlantic area,
includLlg the development of universal as well as re-
gional arrangements under the Charter of the United
Nations for the maintenance of international peace and
security.

Article 13. After the Treaty has been in force for
twenty years. any Party may cease to be a party one
year after its notice of denunciation has been given to
the Government of the United States of America. which
will inform the Governments of the other Parties of the
deposit of each notice of denunciation.



Dear Educator:

We sincerely hope you and your students enjoyed our Geography in U.S. History series.

AIT is seeking your help in improving our teacher's guides. Please take a few minutes to
fill out this questionnaire and return it to us, at the address that appears below.

1. Did this guide help you use the video programs more effectively?
0 yes 0 no If so, how?

2. What features of this guide were most useful to you? (Check all that apply.)
0 curriculum connection 0 objectives
0 geographic theme 0 program summary
0 teaching suggestions 0 suggested readings
0 timeline 0 handouts
0 follow-up activities (e.g., interpreting primary documents)
Why?

3. What features of this guide
0 curriculum connection
0 geographic theme
0 teaching suggestions
0 timeline
0 follow-up activities (e.g..
Why?

were least useful to you? (Check all that apply.)
0 objectives
0 program summary
0 suggested readings
0 handouts

interpreting primary documents)

4. What changes, if any, would make the guide more useful to you?

5. Would a smaller guide containing only suggestions for opening, developing, and con-
cluding the lessons meet your needs for this series?
0 yes 0 no 0 not sure
Why?

We welcome your response on both the video and print. Use the reverse side for additional
comments.

Return questionnaires to
Mardell Raney
Editorial Services
Agency for Instructional Technology
Box A
Bloomington, IN 47402-0120
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Perfect complements to

GEOGRAPH
US. HISTORY

for your secondaty school classrooms

Landmarks of
Westward Expansion
Six 15-minute video programs highlight the
geography, prehistery. archtology, explo-
ration, and early stttlement of the Pacific
Northwest with field trIps. Pr oduced by the
Oregon Historical Society and Oregon Public
Broadcasting. 48-page teacher's guide.

IRE
VII AIM

CONSTITUTION

Six 30-minute video programs enhance un-
derstanding of the nation's basic document.
Bill Moyers is host and teacher. Produced by
a consortium of state education agencies or-
ganized by A1T. 44 page teacher's guide.

,

4.;,..

erica ast
Sixteen 15-minute video programs bring to the
classroom dramatic stories of unusual happen-
ings in American social history with site visits.
Produced by KRMA-TV. Denver Public Schools,
in association with A1T. 48-page teacher's guide.

For further information, contact the
Agency for Instructional Technology
Box A, Bloomington, IN 47402-0120

or call (800) 4574509 or (812) 339-2203.



Printed in U.S.A.

The Agency for Instructional Technology is a non-
profit U.S.-Canadian organization established in
1962 to strengthen education. AIT provides leader-
ship and service to the education community through
cooperative development, acquisition and distribution
of technology-based instructional materials. The
agency is headquartered in Bloomington. Indiana.
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